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MINIATURE FIGURNES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tal:208S5

THE ARMIES & ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME 25mm Range

CAVALRY (Price Series O)
IRC 67

IRC 25 Late Republican/Augustan Cavalry 68
26 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 1st Cent. A.D. 74
27 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 1st Cent. A.D. 82
28 Auxiliary Cavalry Late 1 St/Early 2nd Cent. A.D. 85
29 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 3rd Cent. A.D. 99
30 Equltes SIngularls 2nd Cent. A.D. 100
31 Heavy Cavalry Late 2nd/Mld 3rd Cent. A.D. 101
32 Light Cavalry Mid 3rd/5tti Cent. A.D. (Scutarlus) 103
33 Light Cavalry Mid 3rd/5th Cent. A.D. (PromotI) 104
34 Medium Cavalry Late 2nd/5th Cent. A.D. 105
35 Heavy Cavalry Late 3rd/5th Cent. A.D. 106
46 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry 6th Cent. A.D. 107
48 Byzantine Light Cavalry 108
49 Byzantine Horse Archer 109
52 North Gaulish Cavalry 114
59 British Light Cavalry 128
60 British Light Cavalry 133
66 German Cavalry 145

Parthian Horse Archer

Parthian Cataphract
Sarmatlon Cavalry
PIctlsh Medium Cavalry
PIctlsh Medium Cavalry
Gothic Medium Cavalry
Goth/Vandal Heavy Cavalry
Hun Light Cavalry
Palmyran Cataphract
Palmyran Regular Light Cavalry
Palmyran Irregular Cavalry
Palmyran Camelman
Sassanid Light Cavalry
Sassanid Cllbanarlus

Sassanid Cataphract
Blemye Cavalry
Equites SIngularls 2nd Cent. A.D. (Spear Upright)
Hun Archer

Parthian Armoured Camelman

CAVALRY OFFICERS/STANDARDS (Price Series 1)

IRC 39 Cavalry Officer 1st/3rd Cent. A.D. IRC 132
124 Roman Cavalry Standard Bearer 134
125 Byzantine Cavalry Officer/Standard Bearer 135
126 Gallic Officer/Standard Bearer 136

127 British Chieftain 138

129 Sarmatlon Officer/Standard Bearer

Gothic Officer/Standard Bearer

Palmyran Officer/Standard Bearer
Sassanid Officer/Standard Bearer

Armenian Officer/Standard Bearer

Hun Chieftain/Standard Bearer

WESTERN GUN FIGHTERS — 25mm (Price Series O)

GF 1 Professional Two Gun Killer

2 Gunman

3 Gambler

4 Sheriff

5 Drunk

6 Cowboy

Mexican Sleeping
Doctor

Halfbreed

Bartender with Shotgun
Saloon Girl

Church Lady
Cow Girl

Sod Buster

PRICES 2Smm MODELS
FOOT, RIDER Price Series O 12p
HORSE Price Series 1 18p
GUN from35p

OUR SHOP IS STILL AT

34 NORTHAM ROAD

SOUTHAMPTON

COMING

l/V

E

VALLEY

OF THE FOUR WINDS

A NEW FANTASY CONCEPT

DEVISED AND DESIGNED BY

DICK "MICHAELANGELO" HIGGS

POSTAGE INLAND

UptoEl 20p
Plus each £1 or part to £9 10p
Thereafter each £1 or part 5p

IN LONDON VISIT

MINIFIGS SKYTREX

13 GILLINGHAM STREET

(Near Victoria Station)



raHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
UJU] MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CAST MODELS

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A.
VALIANT U.S.A., SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN.

APRIL 1978

RELEASES A BRIDGE

TOO FAR!
80mm

8005 Parachute Regt. Private
1  Arnhem Sept. 1944 £4.50

25mm Wargame Figures
Last month the new Ancient Indian Army.
Many Napoleonic remakes now complete - All available
Full Price List 12p + 7p p.&p.

FOREMOST MINIATURES

^alianta cTWiniatures
No room in this advertisement. This month we're bringing the first of the

Vailant Range to you — Pictures next issue of Military Modeiling.
Starter ilst and U.K. prices below.

90mm Figure
9^1 Rommel^ stardaiB:3QaQ
54mm Collectors Oop per pack)
Figures

(90p per pack)

9720 WWII German SS mounted
cavalryman ES.52

9728 31st Mountain Artillery Battery
Gunner, India £2.50

9729 British officer, 27th .light
cavalry, Indian army, £2.50

9731 NIak, 101st Grenadiers, Indian
Army. £2.50

9801 Wyatt Earp £2.50
9802 Doc. Holliday £2.50
9822 Geronlmo £2.50

Fighting Salt (90p per pack) 1:2000
9000 100 gun ship of the line (2)
9001 74 gun ship of the line (2)
9002 44 gun frigate (2)
9003 36 gun frigate (2)
9004 20 gun sloop of war (2)

Plus Battleline "Ships o' the
Line" rules.

The tjest In Wargames/Dlorama figures. ADD A NEW DIMENSION TO YOUR
WARGAME ARMY. Send a S.A.E. for list.

Comlrtg soon — WESTERN RANGE .

Heritage Fantasy

9050 "Intoider" IID Scout (9)
9051 "Vigilante" IIIC Interceptor (6)
9052 "Phantom" VB Assault ship (4)
9053 Allen "Banshee" Scout (6)
9054 Alien "Vampire" Interceptor (4)

Benassi 75mm

As a result of actions recently
initiated in regard of
our rights to manufacture figures /\ \ v3L iZ
designed for use with Dungeons and \IA
Dragons® but not sanctioned or (j, i' ^
authorised by T.S.R. Hobbles Inc. • 7 1^
U.S.A., owners of Dungeons and /w
Dragons ® under license from Heritage K/
Models Inc. U.S.A., Heritage Models "
Instigated legal proceedings against
T.S.R. Hobbles. Our right to manufacture
these miniatures under proper circumstances has been acknowledged by formal
judgment filed In U.S. District Court. We regret any Inconvenience this may have
caused our customers.

Heritage Fantasy
(£1.05 per pack) .,3.,5 ^,^0^ t,o|| (4)
1355 Giant cobra (4) 1301 Good wizards (8)
1353 Medusa (4) 1302 Evil wizards (8)

MANY DER KRIEGSPIELER FANTASY FIGURES CONSTANT
ADDITIONS EACH MONTH .

Keritage 15mm
apoieonics

British

15/CP6 Hussar command

15/CP7 Light dragoon command
15 /CP8 Scots Grey command
15/CP9 Dragoon command
15/CP10 Household Cavalry com'd.

NEXT—Second World War tanks,
amoured cars and figures plus
scenic accessories.

2 SUPERB
BENASSI
RELEASES.

Austrian

15/AP26 Foot artillery crew
15/AP27 Horse team limber & riders

15/AP29 6 pdr. gun
15/AP30 7 pdr. Howitzer

NEXT MONTH fl| 75/JBC8 Austrian Infantryman
54mm Naval Cannon ME/G/22 H V 1809 £3.58
Benassi Dutch/Belgian jH
Napoleonic & Cantinlare
More Valiant - Fighting Sail 75/JB20 French Napoleonic mount
and Stardate 3000 Gendarme (Army of Spalt
54mm Viking Vignette «— 1810) £8.95
15mm - Fantasy - plusi plusi

The HInchliffe Handbook £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price Ilst 12p.

75/JB20 French Napoleonic mounted
Gendarme (Army of Spain
1810) £8.95

Vlfe recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC

MILITARY COLOURS for all our products

Our manufacturer in the U.S.A.—Heritage Models inc., 9840 Munro Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas.



METAL

MINIATURESIHTittriw 23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

beds, LU7 85F

ANNOUNCES.

New Ranges of 20min. W . W . 11 Figur es ,

British, U.S.A. & German.

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship

Asterix Obelix & friends -

Based on these well known characters.

Catalogues 20p. From Mail Order Office

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures Hp Foot

25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.
20p Science Fiction

54mm. Figures £1-50.
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NOTTINGHAM
TELEPHONE

43457
ir ACCESS ic THE MODEL SOLDIER SHOP

7 WOLLATON STREET
NOTTINGHAM

WE ARE THE MAIN STOCKISTS OF ASGARD RANGE OF FANTASY
MEDIEVAL, GREEK, SCI-FI. FIGURES. WE MAKE NO CLAIMS THAT
THEY ARE THE WORLD'S BEST BUT SALES PROVE THEY HAVE
SOMETHING SPECIAL.

WE ARE ALSO PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT ASGARD HAVE NOW
BEEN APPOINTED MAIN PRODUCTION AGENTS FOR McCEWAN
(USA) PLEASE SEND FOR LIST.

Mail Order 10%
Postage. Overf 10
Post Free.

Catalogue & Sample
Fig. 20p.
Nott'ham Model
Soldier Shop
Catalogue 20p.

ASGARD RANGE
VIKINGS

V1 Two Handed Axeman 15p
V2 Archer 15p
V3 Heavy Infantryman & Spear 15p
V4 Heavy Infantryman & Sword 15p
V5 Spearman 15p
V6 Berserker 15p
V7 Light Javelinman 15p
V8 Standard 24p
V9 Heavy Inf. Cloak 8 Hood 15p
VI0 Heavy Inf. Fur Waistcoat 15p

MEDIEVAL

Ml Axeman 15p
M2 Crossbowman 15p
M3 Spearman 15p
M4Longbowman 15p

MONSTERS (D & D)
FM1 Troll (Hammer) 35p
FM4 Were Rat 35p
FM13 0wlBear 45p
FM16 Unicorn 24p
FM20 Sacrificial Tree 45p
(Just a few from a range of over 20)

NEW ADDITIONS

Giant Snake 15p
The Silent Shambler 65p
(Giant Halloween Goblin)

Fal Manuel (Cowboy) 15p
Oriental Ogre 70p

THE WOMEN

FW1 Warrior Woman 15p
FW2 Female Thief 15p
FW3 Adventuress 15p

GREEKS

Greek Hoplite 15p
Cretan Archer 15p
Slinger 15p

GOBLINS

Goblin with Cleaver 15p
Greater Hobgoblin 15p
Goblin Archer 15p

SPECIALS

Emerald Dragon £2.20
Dragon-Beast £2.20
Snark £1.20

Northern Barbarian 18p
Chaos Doomguard 20p
Dismnt. Lord of Chaos 30p
Warrior of Chaos 18p
Thewed Barbarian 18p

Lord of Chaos on Hell Horse 65p
Mounted Adventuress

(to Ride Unicorn) 15p

SCI-FI.

TRIMOTE WARRIORS (25p)
51 With Displacer Cannon
52 With Vortex Grenades and Disintegraters
53 With Disintegraters and Protector Unit
54 In Power Armour

55 With Disrupter Mace and Disintegrater
56 Overlord. Sonic Pistol. Projector Unit

TRIMOTE AUXILIARIES (25p)
T1 With Halberd and Two-Handed Axe

T2 In Cuirass. War Pick. Shield. Sword

T3 Two Spears and Axe
T4 Chainmail. Sword. Shield. Axe

T5 Plate Armour

T6 Overlord

X1 Cyborg War Machine 2Sp
X2 3 Arm Rotjot 45p
TM1 Mandiblex Trooper & Auto Cannon ISp

AND NOW A SUPERB SET OF

FANTASY RULES.

REAPER (84 pages) £2.25

Send for our full lists of Asgard 10p

We also have many other leading ranges by

Mini-Figs. Greenwood & Ball. Skytrex.

Avalon Hill. SPI.

"STARTROOPERS" SF Range

STS1 Trooper in Battle Armour with
Missile Launcher 30p

ST2 Kneeling Armoured Trooper 12p
ST3 Trooper Unarmoured 12p
ST4 Star Raider (Enemy Allen) 12p
ST5 Humanold Warrior 12p
STS6 Arachnid Warrior (Spider) 30p
ST7 Cyborg Warrior 12p
STS8 Robot Fighting Machine 30p
ST9 Black Starlord 12p
ST10 White Starknight ( 12p
ST11 Young Hero 12p
ST12 Humanold Robot 12p
ST13 Robot 12p
ST14 Space Pirate Captain 12p
ST15 Sp. Pirate w. Miss. Launch 12p
ST16 Sp. Pirate w. Pulse Rifle 12p

RULES & PUBLICATIONS

3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D £1.30

1685-1845Rules .....£1.20

1925 - 50 Armour & Infantry Rules £1.20
1950 - 75 Armour & Infantry Rules £1.20
Greek Naval Warfare Rules 85p
Army Lists for the Ancient Rules .. ■ 70p
Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria £2.70
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China £3.50

Armies of the Greek & Persian Wars £2.70
Armies of the Macedonian & Punic Wars £1.80

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £4.00
Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Avalon Hill General £1.25

Armies of the Crusades (Osprey) £2.25
English Civil War (Alrfix Guide) £1.00
Napoleonic (Alrfix Guide) £1.00
The UK Wargamer .£2.25
White Dawrf No. 3 50p
White Dwarf No. 5 50p
Trollcrusher(D&D) 60p



SKYTREX LTD
B

Microtanks 1/300th Modern 9p each

BRITAIN
DMB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion Mk 13

(rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion AVRE

DMB6 Chieftain Bridgelayer 20p
DMB11 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar

DMB22 Fox Armoured Car
DMB23 Saladin Armoured Car
DMB24 Saracen ARC

DMB26 Spartan ARC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB30 Abbot SPG
DMB34 FV432 with Rarden Cannon
DI^1B35 FV438 with Swingfire AT

missiles

Df^B36 Va ton Land Rover

DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious Truck
DMB38 Land Rover LWB % ton
DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Tmck
DMB40 Bedford 4 ton truck (4x4)
DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Truck (4x4)
DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier
DMB50 FV432 with Wombat AT Gun
DMB51 FV432 with 81mm Mortar
OMB52 Rapier AA Launcher op

tracked chassis

DMB53 Cymberline Mortar Locator
Unit

WARSAW PACT
DP1 T70 MBT (1976) \ .

Zl I
DPS ^^76 (
DP6 ZSU57/SPAA 1
DP7 T54 '
DPS BTRBOpPB APC
DPS BTR40p with Swatter Missiles
DP10 BMP76PB APC
DP11 BTR50 APC
DP12 SAM 6, Tracked AA Rocket

Launcher

DPI 3 SAM 9, Low Levei AA Rocket
Launcher

DP14 122mm S.P. Gun (1976)
DPI 5 UAZ 469 Jeep
DPI 6 BRDM-2 Armoured Car
DPI 7 BRDM-2 with Sagger AT

Missiles

DP18 T55 Dozer
DPI 9 T56 Mine Clearer
DP20 BM21 Rocket Launcher
DP21 ZSU 23-4 SPAA
DP22 URAL 375D 4% ton Truck

(6x6)
DP27 T55 A.R.V.
DP28 URAL (6x6) Refuelling Truck

GERMAN

DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard At
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jagd. Panzer Rakote
DMG29 MarderA.P.C.

M60« / rotating turret
,.M60 Dozer
Sheridan

M41 Light Tank
Ml 13 ARC
Ml 13 with Recbilless AT Gun
Ml 1020mm SR Howitzer
M107 175mm S.R.G.

1 Ml 14 Recce

I M109 155mm S.R.G.

' Lance Surface to Surface
Tactical Missile on Tracked
Launcher

I M577A1 Command Vehicle

) M548 Tracked Cargo Vehicle
) M548 with Hawk AA Missiles

I M561 Gama Goat IV4 ton
Truck

> M36 2V2 ton Truck (6x6)
5 M49 Petrol Tanker
) Commando Arm'd Car

FRENCH
DMF1 AM13 with 105mm Gun
DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF4 AMX30 MBT

DMF10 AMX10P ARC

DMF11 AMX10C Support
DMF12 AMX 10RC Armoured Car
DMF13 AMX10 with Hot Missiles
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

DMF16 GCT 155mm SR Gun

Conquest 25mm
Fantasy Figures

NEW

Goblin General on War Wolf 60p
Goblin Standard Bearer on War Wolf 60p
Dwarf General on War Boar 60p
Dwarf Standard Bearer on War Boar 60p
Elf General on Unicorn 65p
Elf Standard Bearer on Unicorn 65p

NEW FANTASY SPECIAL

AJS18 Owl-Uon 40p

Goblin Army
AJ1 Goblin Leader 20p
AJ2 Goblin with Scimitar & Shield 15p
AJ3 Goblin Archer 15p
AJ4 LesserGoblinwithClub 12p
AJ5 Hobgoblin Halbardier 15p
AJ6 Goblin Standardbearer 20p
AJ7 Goblin with War Trumpet 20p
AJ8 Goblin of Deaths Head Regt. 15p
AJ9 Lesser Goblin Slinger 12p
AJ10 Goblin Spearmanwith Shield 15p
AJ11 Lesser Goblin Javelinman 12p
AJ12 Goblin with Blunderbuss 15p
AJ15 Goblin Lancer on War Wolf 45p

Dwarf Army
AJ20 DwarfwithTwoHandedAxe 15p
AJ21 Dwarf Crossbowman 15p
AJ22 Dwarf with Sword & Shield 15p
AJ23 Dwarfwith Battle Hammer 15p
AJ24 Dwarf Leader with Odins Scourge 20p
AJ25 Dwarf Standardbearer 20p
AJ26 Dwarf Spearman 15p
AJ30 Dwarf Crossbowman on Armoured War

Boar 45p

Elven Army
AJ40 Elf Armoured Spearman 15p
AJ41 Elf Bowman 15p
AJ42 Elf Leader 20p
AJ43 Elf Throwing Javelin 15p
AJ45 Elf Lancer on Unicorn 50p

NEW 1/300th MODELS
DG48 Guy Lizard Command

Vehicle 9p
DG101 German Tank Transport Trailer

with Sdkfz 7 Towing Vehicle 20p
DG74 Opel Troop Bus Transport 9p

DATES FOR THE SUMMER
Midland Militaire — June 17th & 18th

Trade stand^ dennons!ra:;on & cc.mpetition
ciames. plils games you can emer at the

Botanica! Garder.T., Birmingham.

Aldershot Tattoo 1978
June 23rd, 24th & 25th

See the Army in action and have a close
look at full-size wargames

See you ai both of these events.

FANTASY SPECIALS

Ogre with Club
Zombie

Demon with Trident

Vampire
Large Wolf
Emmisary of Darkness
Minotaur

Warrior Bard with Sword & Lute
Hierophant (High Priest)
Mounted Wizard Leader

Hunchback Wizard

Great Troll

Beast Master

Manticore

Winged Gremlin with BIdent
Marsh Boar

Wraith on Winged Horse

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS

28, BROOK STREET
WYMESWOLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE.'

arclaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp, Maximum £1)

E.E.C. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest ipethod
within the money aiiowed postage.

Our new Spring 1978 lists are now available.
Send a stamped self-addressed envelope

plus a 15p postal order.

WWI AIRCRAFT 15p EACH
Siemens Schukert Dill

Siemens Schukert DtV

DH2

F2B Bristol Rghtef
SE5A

Sopwith Camel
SopwithTnplane
Sopwith 1 Strutter
Spad Vll
Nieup0ft27
DH4

•AlbajrosOlli

Alt' TtrosOll

FokkerFIII

PoKker DRITnnlane

Fokker DVII

Fo>«kerEV

L F ;Rciand)DII

Kri'-noverCl-llla

^fal/ Scout

Hai'"'*'-.!3dtCll

Roi;-»r'dCii

LAND BATTLES RULES
3000B.C.to1250A.D.(W.R.G.) £1.30
Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.) 70p
Ancient Wargames Guide (Alrfix) £1.40
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) 50p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset) 70p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300 scale (G. W. Jeffery) 60p
1685-1846(W.R.G.) £1.20
'Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Millward) £1.05
American Civil War (Confederate High Command) 75p
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 75p
W.W.II Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command) 90p
Armour/Infantry Actionl 925-1950 £1.20
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) 65p
Symwar W.W. 11 Rules 05p
Symwar Modern Rules 85p
Symwar Maps (10 types available) 55p each
1950• 1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.20
W.W.II Rules - basic )M. RhilpottA R. Thompson) 25p
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon) 50p
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1 -20
Airfix Napoleonic Wargaming (hardback) £1.60
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1.05

PUBLICATIONS |
Napoleon's Campaigns in Miniature (hardback) £4.95
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.70

Armies and Enemies of Ancient China £3.50
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.70
Armies of the Macedonian and Runic Wars £1.80
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-13(X) £3.85
Wargames Campaigns £1.85
BIfrost Fantasy Campaigns £2.95

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Battles Western Front (hardback) £3.95
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.
13 GILLINGHAM ST., LONDON, SW1.

150 yds from Victoria Station
Massive stocks. Open Mon-Sat 11.30.5.30.

NO MAIL ORDER AT THIS ADDRESS.



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high
quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's tanks. Try
some and see the difference!

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's

NEW I Micro Tank Rules for World
War 2 by M. Greenan—introductory
offer 95p+10p. postage. Fantastic
value includes fast moving, accurate
combat for Armour and Infantry in
1:300 scale.

German
Panzer II6
Panzer IIF

Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer 111 J
Panzer HIM
Panzer III N

StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
Marderlll Sd139
Marderlll H
Hetzer
Panther D

Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger IE early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 /1B
Hanomag Sd 251/10 —

late version
Sd251/10+3.7Pak
Sd 251/16 Flamm

Sd251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher
Sd 250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BiV Funklenpanzer

Ostwind AA

WirbetwindAA
Opel Blitz
Opel Blitz with office body
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMWsidecar (6p}
Bussing Nag fruck
Raupenschlepper Ott
SdKfz 222
SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor
Kettenkrad(6p)
SdKfz 10'
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Flakvieriing on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 +crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 40 + crew
Pak 43/41 + crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail
+ crew

7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew
10.5 cm howitzer + crew
15 cm howitzer + crew
17 cm howitzer + crew
8.8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5 cm G36 mountain
gun + crew

7.5cm infantry gun
15cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew
Karl tracked mortar (15p)
German standing gun
crew separately (8p)

German kneeling gun
crew separately (8p)

Mountain crew

separately (5p)
Rommel personality set

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track f25p)

Me 109 G
Fw190D
Ju 87B(15p)
Hs129(15p)
MeBf 110(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw189(15p)
DFS 230 glider (1 Bp)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me 163
BR57 Armoured
Locomotive (30p)

Armoured wagon with
10.5cm in turret and
3.7 Flak (25p)

Panzer 38(t) on flat car
(20p)

Flat car for mine defence
(lOp)

Panzerdraisine rail patrol
trolley

Straight track (8p)
Curved track {8p)
Do217E(25p)
Ju 52 (45p)
Me262{15p)

USSR
BT-7
T34/76B
T34/760
T34/85
KV1
KV2
SUSS
SU 100
T28(12p)
T35(15p)

JS11
JS III
l$U122
ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10
BA-32
BA-64

T-70
GAZ-AAA
GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67(6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew
M41 57mm AT + crew
M44 100mm AT + crew

M39 76.2 mm field gun
+ crew

M31 /37 122mm field gun
+ crew

M38 152 mm howitzer +
crew

M31 203mm tracked
hdwitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (8p)

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately (Bp)

57 mm AT on Komsomlets

SU76
SU-37-1AA
Komsomlets
Stalinets
GAZ-AAA + quad AA
Polikarpov 1-16
ll-2Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2 (15p)
Yak-9
La-5
MiG-3
Russian Armoured
locomotive (3(^)

Armoured wamn with
T34 turret (20p)

Flat car (lOp)
Straight track (Bp)
Curv^ track (8p)
UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II
Valentine IX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill III
Churchill SBG bridge-

layer (12p)
Churchill AVRE(12p)
Churchill Crocodile (12p)
Churchill ARK(12p)
Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
(12p)

Deacon
Scorpion Flail
A9
A10

A13
Crusader II
Crusader III
Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab
Sherman DD
Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoured car
Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier
Sexton
Wasp flame-thrower

ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC
Crusader AAMk 1
Crusader AAMk 2
2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr. + crew
2 pdr. + crew
17 pdr + crew
25 i^r. limber & craw
5.5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor

Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford OL
Ford (Canada) IScwt

truck
Chevrolet 15 cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton
Bedford QL with office
body

Bedford OY3tonGS

Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Scammel Tank

Transporter
British kneeling

artillerymen separately
(8p)

British standing
artillerymen separately
(8p)

Spitfire IX
Hurricane 11
Mosquito FB Vl(15p)
Typhoon IB
Horsa (25p)
Hamilcar (35p)

USA

M3 Stuart
MS Stuart
M24Chaffee

Ml 8 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer
MID
M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
Ml 2 155mm SP
M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMO
M3 75mm GMC
Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound M8
Studebaker IVi ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel
M4 High SpeedTractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline
Truck

White Scout Car
3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitzer *
crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
Ml6SPAA
American artillery crew
standing separately (8p)

P51D Mustang
P47D Thunderbolt
P40E Kittyhawk

ITALIAN

Ml3/40
Semovente 75
CVL6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat G50 Bis

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all 10p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4).
Pack of 5 for 60p

1/300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.

SOVIET

1-72 Tank
T.62T8nk
T-55Tank

T-55 dozer
T-55mine clearer
T-tOM tank
PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
6TR-40P with Swatter
BTR-eOPB APC
BRDM-2APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
6M-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA
2SU-57-2 SPAA

D-30122mnrt howitzer
+ crew

MSS 152mm howitzer
♦ crew

M55 100mm AT gun ♦
crew

BTR.50APC
BMD Paratroop APC
BM-14 towed rocket
launcher ♦ crew

GAZ-69Jeep
URAL-375 truck
SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile

M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 ♦ Recoilless

rifle
FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG-17

MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (15p)
MiG-23(30p)

MiG-25 Fo^atOOjS)
Su-7(15p>
9u--9(30p)
Su-15(30p)
Yak-28(30p)
Mi-8Hip (30p)
Mi.24Hind(15p)

USA
M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank

M48A2 tank
M651 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

M113APC
M113 ♦ recoiliess rifle
M113 + T0WAT

missile
M163 Vulcan SPAA
M730 Chaparral 3P AA

missile system
Ml 06 mortar carrier
M114 recce vehicle
M72R Combat
Engineer Vehicle

Ml 10SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer
M109 SP howitzer

Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier ♦ TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Ouster SPAA

M546 tracked carrier
Hortest John missile on
launcher truck

Hawk AA missiles on
M548 launcher

M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile
set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
(15pl

Bell lroquois(15p)
SkyhawA(15p)
F104 Starfightpr (15p)
F4 Phantom (2Sp)
Fl11E(25p)
F.14A Tomcat (25p)
fIs Eagle (25p)

ISRAEL
Sup>er Sherman

SWEDEN
S-tank

1kv-91 light tank

Jaguar (1 Bp)
Harrier(15p)
Buccar>eer(30pl

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFNS Grartadiers of the OM Guard
MFN20 ChaSMurs a Pied ol the Guard
MFN7 Horse GrenadiersMFN7 Horse Grenadiers

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grerradiers
MRN5 PavlovGuard
MRN2 Jageri skirmiahing
MRN3 Cuiraasiers
MRN6 Cosaacka
MRN4 A

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain

Centurion
Centurion AVRE

FV432 APC

FV438 Swingftre
launcher

FV432 + mortar

FV432+Wombat
FV432 ♦ Rarden
FV432 ♦ Cymbeline

radar

Chieftain Bridge Layer
(20p)

Abbot SPG
Saledin armoured car

Serscen APC
Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Sparten light APC
RepierAA missile

GERMAN
Leopard AT
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
MarderMICV
Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rekete

missile carrier
Jegdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3 APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

FRENCH
AMX-30 tank
AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13 ♦HOT

missiles
AML H-90 armoured

car

EBR-75 armoured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer
AMX-30 Roland AA

missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + HOTAT

missiles
Jeep with EntacAT

missiles
Milan light AT missile

lsurwher(setof 3)
Mirage IIIC(15p)
Jaguar (15p)

rtillery'
MFN1t ChasseurseChdvaloftheGuard BAVARIAN UNITS
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard MGNt Bavarian Infant
MFN8 FootArtilleryoftheGuard POLISH UNITS
MFNS Horse Aniilery of the Guard MWN1 Polish Infantry
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MFN2 Uncars
MFN1 Line Grenadiars SPANISH NAPOLEOI
MFN14 Fr. Lina Fusiliers MSN1 Spanish Muske
MFN4 Voltiguersshirmishing MSN2 Spanish Grena
MFNt6 Fr. Carablniers MSN3 Spanish Musks
MFN10 Cuirassiers MSN4 Spenrsh Dragoi
MFN19 Line Dragoons SECOND WORLD Wi
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Lina GR1 German Infanti
MFN 12 Hussars GR2 German Infantr
MFN 13 LsfKers of the Line Weapons
MFN3 Foot Artillery GR3 German Paratn
MFN15Fr. Gun Teams GR4 German World'
MFN18 Fr. WagonaandTeama GR9 AfrikaKorpa
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS BR1 British Infantry
MBNtSWallingten&Garterala BR2 Britiah infantry
M8N1 Britishlnfantry Wa^ona
MBN7 British Lirta Infantry Light Co. BR3 Britiah Paratroe
MBN14BritiahLlghtlnfantry 8R4 BthArmy
MBN1S B

SPANISH NAPOLEON

ritiah Light Infantry akirmiahlrtg SRI
MBN5 Hightandara SR2

MBN4 Rifiaman
MBN17 Housaheid Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoerta
MBNS Scots Graya
MBN10 Britiah Huaaara
MBNt 1 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horaa Artillery
M8N3 FootAnillary
MBN12Brtt. GunTaama

IC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiars
MSN3 Spanish Muakateera akirmiahirtg
MSN4 Spenrsh Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 Germsn Infantry
GR2 German infantry Stqiport

Weapons
GR3 Germsn Paratroops
GR4 German World War 11 cevalry
GR9 Afrika Korpa
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 Britiah infantry Support

Wa^Mna
BR3 Britiah Paratroops
8R4 8th Army
SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USRI UnitedStalaslnfantry
USR2 Unhid Stitts infantry Support

Waaperta
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Waaporta
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

MPN1 Muakateera
MPN3 Jogara akirmiahing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPNS Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNfTi
MAN1 Austrian Muaketeen
MAN2 AuatrianGrenedlera

<MAN3 Austrian Jagera aktrmiahirtg
MAM Austrian Cuiraaaleri
MANB AuatrianArtillery

1  MAP6 Mountad Pariian SbM!!W51 "Oman Laakujilra. . MAa7 Panian*,iaot.radS;iMAR2 Roa<aatanteing MAPI Pafilaa Chtrfcu
Kf55 W'lP'.P'ni maps PteiaaScythMCXarkMAfl4 Asiatic Archer SASSANID8
MfSS , »"S1 SnuaMLavySpatra.MRS Roaiaayyareajlafc MASS SauaakI Aadiari
MAR7 PraetorlenGuard MASS SaaaenidQibineril^ EdulMSingulanaGuardCavalrv MAS4 sSaanSo^eet.
MARS WamraAualllaryArahara MASS SautaM Ughl Cayai™

MASS Saaaanid Elephants

MARIO Late Period Legiortairea
MAR11 Lata Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals TrilMHtea
MAR13LatePariod

Lagionariea attacking
BYZANTINES
MAS t Byzantina Htavy Infantry
MA82 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MA64 ByzantinaLightCavalrv
MA85 Byzantirte Horaa Archara
MA6B ByzantirtaFootArchars
BARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includaa

spearman, memphiae.
arehara. etc.)

MA12 Vitigothic infentry
MAI 3 HunCavelry
MAt4 Gothic Cavalry
MA15 Sarmatien Cataphracia
MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MAI 7 Ancient Britiah infantry
MA16 Ancient Britiah Cavalry
MAI 9 ArabCamalry

(Seleucid-Palmyran}
MAF1 Gaulish infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAGI Greak City Hoplitta
MAG2 Succaaaor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Siingera
MAG6 CratanArehara
MAG3 Graah Cavalry
MAGS SueeaaaorCavslry
MAG4 WarElapl^nis
MAG8 Spartan Heplitta
MAGB Paltsata
MAGIOMacadonian Hypaspiata
MAGi 1 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Paraian Archara
MAP3 Paraian SpMrman
MAP4 Persian Horaa Arehara
MAP6 Mountad Parsian SMrman
MAP7 Paraian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Paraian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANID8
MASI Seaaanid Levy Spearman
MAS2 Saaaanid Ar^tra
MAS3 Saaaanid Oibinaril

Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% In £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.
Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20%
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%.
£1 = lOOp = US 81.92approx. Telephone: 01-660 6617

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alter
natives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS, BARCUtYCARD. BANKAMERICARD.
CHARGEX and MASTERCHABGE. Just send your card number.
Mail Order Address: DEFT M2

P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31 HA, England.



(Barnes ̂ oRksbop
1 Dalling Road, Hammersmith, London W6 OJD (Tel: 01-741 3445)

We stock the largest selection of science fiction and fantasy ruies,
games and miniature figures in the universe!

Some of our RULES

available by mail order;

D & D and SUPPLEMENTS (TSR)
Dungeons & Dragons (revised edition
inc. Poty Dice. M&T Ass. And Geo. 1) £7.50
Dungeons & Dragons (rules only) £2.50
Dungeons & Dragons (original) £6.75
Chainmail £3.40

Greyhawk £3.40
Blackmoor £3.40

Eldritch Wizardry £3.40
Gods, Demi-Gods & Heroes £3.40
Swords & Spells £3.40

TABLETOP FANTASY RULES

The Emerald Tablet (CWW) £4.35
TheRingbearer(LS) £1.95
Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age (FGU) £3.75
Thane Tostig(Nav) £0.65
Archworld (FGU) £3.75
Legions of the Petal Throne (TSR) £3.50

ROLE-PLAYING RULES

Chivalry & Sorcery (FGU) ^.50
Traveller (GDW) £7.95
Boot Hill (TSR) £3.40
Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3.75
En Garde! (GDW) £2.95
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) £3.40
Flash Gordon (FGU) £3.95
The Old West (SW) £1.80
Knights of the Round Table (LS) £2.95

Prices of RULES arKi GAMES

include P & P.

For FIGURES please add 10% P & P.
All orders normally dispatched
within 7 days.

Some of our GAMES

available by mail order:

FANTASY GAMES

Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40
Battle of the 5 Annies (TSR) £5.25
Dungeon! (TSR) £6.95
Empire of the Petal Throne (TSR) £17.50
Lankhmar(TSR) £6.95
Citadel (FGU) £2.50
Labyrinthine (FP) £3.25
War of Wizards (TSR) £6.95
Wizard (MC) £2.75

SCIENCE FICTION GAMES

Cosmic Encounter (EP) £7.25
Formalhaut 11 (Attack) £4.75
Galactic War (TT) £1.00
Star Fleet Battle Manual (LZ) £3.95
Arms Race (Attack) £4.75
Rift Trooper (Attack) £5.50
Star Probe (TSR) £4.25
Star Empires (TSR) £4.95
Star Empires (rules only) £3.70
Starlord(FB) £3.15
Star Raider (Attack) £4.75
Missile Crisis (Attack) £4.75
Stellar Conquest (MC) £6.45
Alien Space (L20 0.25
Star Command (LZ) £3.25
Ogre(MC) £1-99
Chitin:1(MC) £1-99
Warp War (MC) £1.99
Rivets (MC) £1.99
Godsfire(MC) £10.75
Starship Troopers (AH) £8.95
Conquest of Space (UE) £6.95
Empire 1 (LZ) £3.95
Micro Sci-Fi(TT) £1.50

Alternatively, come and see all the -ti our new shop stocks all SF/F games and rules from:

above and more at our new shop: TSR Hobbies inc. Fantasy Games Unlimited. The
Chaosium. Judoes Guild. Fantac Games, The Little

' ■ V Soldier, Attack. Fact & Fantasy Games. Creative
A  I Wargames Workshop. Lou Zocchl, Ursine Engineering.
I  Eon Products. Metagaming Concepts, GDW, and more.

•b Our new shop stocks all SF/F miniature figures from:

Archive, Der Kriegspieler, MInifigs, Greenwood & Ball.
Asgard, Barry MInot, Heritage. Oracle. Dragon. Wargame
Publications and more.

Our new shop stocks wargames from:

Avalon Hill, SPI, TSR. etc. and our range is constantly
expanding.

Some of our 25mm FIGURES
available by mall order;
ARCHIVE MINIATURES

STAR ROVERS

2004 Fuzzy 30p
2025 Planetary Scouts (3) £1.60
2030 Allen Mutant 50p
2040 Frinx in Power Armour 301)
2041 Nude Frinx 30p
2051 Prone Lizard Trooper 50p
2052 KneelingLizardTrooper 50p
2060 Aphid Scout on Grav-Cycle 50p
2061 Aphid Infantryman ZOp
2062 AphidMortarTeam(7) £1.10
2063 Krshauga (Space Scorpion) £2.25
2090 Jet Belt & weapons Pack (15) £1.10
2045 Texican Space Ranger Group (2) £1.50

ORACLE MINIATURES

OR 1 Drunk 15p
OR 2Tar1 15p
OR 3 Not yet released
OR 4 Brain Drainer 15p
OR 5 Stone Giant 75p
OR 6 Magician Casting Spell 15p
OR 7 Ghoul 15p
OR 8 Giant Beetle 15p
OR 9 Large Lizard 25p
OR10 Stone Giant Hurling Stone 85p
0R11 Lizard Man Riding Giant Lizard 60p
0R12 Lizard Man 30p
0R13 Adventurer 15p

MINIFIGS — D&D DEMONS

DDI Demagorgan.PrinceofDemons £1.32
DD2Type II Demon 35p
DDSType III Demon 40p
DD4Typ>e IV Demon £1.05
005Balrog(TypeVI) £1.20
DD6 Type V Demon 40p
DD70rcus. Prince of Demons £1.32
DDSSuccubus 25p

Containing: DW/IRF
The Fiend Factory
Archive Figure review

e__„i ̂ ames review

TO FANTASY GAMING?

Send 30p in stamps + a large stamped
(9V^p), addressed envelope for our
introductory package containing;

Our 20-page Illustrated catalogue
Games Price list

Figures Price list
D&D Introductory Article
Details of "V^ite Dwarf" magazine
Current 'new products' lists (if available)

MAIL ORDER

CUSTOMERS

All mail sent to our

old address has been

forwarded.

Please send all future

orders to the address

at)ove.

For mail order price
lists please send a
S.A.E.

(Saraes ̂ orzksbop
1 CALLING ROAD, LONDON W6 OJD

(Tel: 01-741 3445)
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such an outstanding editor. The hohhy will he
richer and every gamer should read this food for thought."

Mansfield's opinions, tinged as they are with the high pressure style of the New
World and It Is Interesting that he has pointed out what I have prohahly failed to realise. That Is
that my restless probing and perpetual dissatisfaction with rules and the general state of the hobby
has stimulated discussion amongst readers. I like to think that In the pages of this magazine over
the past fifteen years have appeared many of the best thoughts and observations on the hobby from
wargamers most qualified to utter them - and I do not mean myself! Looking back through old copies

®  J wargamers who, In their day were extremely well-known In our smallcircles - many of them have departed from the hobby, others remain even If perhaps not so vocal or
1  generation of wargamers has appeared whose Interests have spread far and wide from the

Itifl ? narrow channels in which we pioneers have moved. Now we have literally no limits to the
wa?ffLp« realms of fantasy and there are literally countless boardtheir adherents claim to be far more realistic than wargamlng with miniatures. Poss-

It a^so iJf ̂  ^ wargamlng Is more than moving figures or counters around on a table or boardIt also has its fascination In assembling armies, even making some of the figures, palntlns them

WT-rt® terrain. These are all aspects that can never be replaced by a glossy printed
SrSe rouidabJuts?"^""® counters bearing mystic symbols - so what one gains on the swings one loses

control wargamlng with miniatures have proliferated both In number and
volume. In Itself this has caused a schism within our ranks so that on one side we have the Intent
enthusiast who sees no bounds in his efforts to attain realism while on the other side we have those
ninmpnt regard It as a game and realise that It Is probably more enjoyable If kept simple. At theengaged In greatly simplifying my wargames rules (many people already

a® almost Infantile or so my son says!) Now we can get many moves com-
Zi+h+h evening and our battles finish satlsfactorlJywlth everyone happy and reasonably contentwith the manner In which it has flowed. We have managed to blend casualty effects and morale In one
calculation - and our calculations are so simple as to require no pencil and paper working out. If
anything, we have attained a little too much realism In some cases as when we recently re-fouKht a
series of Medieval battles where an army led by the Black Prince In person and consisting mainly of
archers with a small proportion of men-at-arms, gaily took on much larger French forces of dismounted
men-at-arms plus a host of mounted knights and other armoured cavalry but with only a yery small pro-

form of mercenary Genoese crossbowmen. The games went like a dream with
the English archers holding off the French and performing feats of valour quite comparable with their
illustrious ancestors of 600 years ago. Yes, It was all very realistic but not particularly enioyable
for the unfortunates handling the French side! So, we have had to slightly unreallstlcally alter the
rules to give the French a better chance and decrease the power of my beloved English archers - a very
self-sacrificing thing to do In my opinion! Similarly we had almost the same trouble when fighting
with a Foreign Legion force against an Arab attack that out-numbered them 2-to-l - the result was again
realistic in that It reflected the fire-power of the second half of the 19th century but not much fun
for Sheik Chapman who handled the Arabs! So those rules have got to be toned down a bit now!

may be messing around on the fringes and to return to John Mansfield's statement. I do
think that some of the thinking correspondents who send In articles are doing the hobby a great service
and regret that their words of wisdom reach so relatively few wargamers because of our small clrcula-
tion.

DON FEATHERSTONE



WARGAMES AND STRONG DRINK

Paddy Griffith

It has often occurred to me that a very large
sum of money is waiting for the first person to
write a popular anecdotal military history of
strong drink. The attractions of this hook would
he very great: a comhination of everything which
makes military history so popular today, together
with some detailed stories ahout man's second
favourite pastime. Nor would such a hook he
particularly difficult to write: the references
to alcohol in military history are as frequent as
they are insistent.

We discover, for example, that the hattle of
Austerlitz was in fact fought less between two
different styles of generalship than between two
different capacities for drinking raw spirits. On
the one side there were the Russian troops;
heavily fortified with vodka, and with some of
their generals falling off their horses at decis
ive moments as a result. On the other side we

find that the French had been given a pint of
"eau de vie" per man before the action started.
Anyone who has had the misfortune to taste this
beverage will admittedly share the suspicion that
no one in their right mind would actually drink a
pint of it; but at least the historical record is there. The stuff was undoubtedly issued, just as
the famous sun of Austerlitz started to push its rosy fingers over the mist - shrouded crest of the
Pratzen. One must presume that the rigours of the campaign had by that time dulled the taste buds to
the point where the decoction would appear drinkable, and even palatable. The impartial historian
has therefore no choice but to assume that the French army went into action in a less than totally
sober condition.

In case it should appear that I am being unduly hard on Vodka - the drink that lost the Third
Coalition - I hasten to say that some equally telling observations could be made about Rum. The vast
majority of casualties in Nelson's navy, it appears, were due to the massive daily issues of this
drink. Befuddled heads coming into sharp contact with low beams were not at all rare, any more than
sodden sailors in the upper rigging who forgot to hang on as the ship rolled. Compared to the
regular incidence of such misfortunes, the depredations of shot and shell must indeed have seemed
like a rather amusing distraction.

I am sure there is no need to labour this point, which has in any case already been well made in
John Keegan's "The Face of Battle". Men in combat really do feel the need for a "stiffener" of one
sort or another. This means that, with or without the assistance of drink, they are far from being
their normal selves at such a moment, and it would be quite wrong to assume that ordinary calculations
should apply to their conduct.

This has two implications for wargames. The first is that if soldiers in battle are operating
under abnormal psychological conditions, we should not think that they can be manoeuvred automatically,
like chess pieces. Chess players have a total control over the actions of their pieces, but generals
in battle do not, and neither should wargamers. Some means ought to be built into our games to simu
late the differences between the giving of orders and their execution since closing this particular
gap is the hardest task which faces a leader in battle. (e.g. some form of dice throw should be intro
duced to allow for units which do not obey orders exactly.)

The second problem is the psychology of the general himself. It is all very well telling him that
his men are under strain, and are not obeying orders exactly as he would wish. It is quite another
matter if the commander himself is also feeling the strain of battle, and is unable to make his own
plans as clearly as he would wish. This aspect of the stress of battle is even harder to incorporate
in a game, as it means that we have to subject the players themselves to strain, or at least to dis
traction.

Perhaps the best distraction of all would be to get the players roaring drunk, so that they see
the wargame through a haze, and can make their decisions only with great difficulty. Marshal Foch,
in his staff wargames before the First World War preferred, instead, to go round shouting "Vite!
Vitel" in the ears of the players as they were trying to concentrate - a process which was apparently
quite unnerving. Other methods might be to get the players angry by constant interruptions, or to
bombard them with irrelevant side issues to be settled before they were allowed to concentrate on the
strategy itself. In all these ways it should be possible to distract the players from giving their
whole attention to the business in hand (although care must be taken to distraet both sides equally,
otherwise it degenerates into gamesmanship).

The distraction principle is heretical to many wargamers today, who like to play their wargames
in an atmosphere of silence, concentration, and intellectual detachment. In Nicholas Palmer's other
wise excellent "Comprehensive Guide to Board Wargaming", for example, we read (p.22) that "wargamers
....have to be willing to spend a whole evening staring at a board with their brains whirring, calcu
lating the ideal strategy for the frustration of the fiendish schemes of the fellow opposite ... it
may be possible to play "Drang nach Osten" while singing "Roll out the barrel" and downing a case of
beer, but it is rare." This is a classic statement of the "chess player" approach to wargames: it

CONTINUED ON PAGE



WARGAMES REACH WATERLOO

Chris Pen

This article was prompted hy Simon Hatchers letter and as may he guessed from articles written by
Paddy Griffith. It sets out to be a personal view of the current wargaming scene but the writer
stresses that views are general to him.

The letter from Simon surprised me because back in 1971 a band of wargamers, of which the writer
was one, founded the Torquay Miniature Warfare Club. During my time down there the Club developed
three sets of rules for World War II micro armour, Ancients and Napoleonics. The latter developed by
myself were really developed from the classic Young and Lawson rules "Charge or How to Play Wargamers"
and were thus quick but reasonably realistic. I make this point because Simon shows how stagnant
things have become on the wargames scene today! Instead of writing articles himself he complains
about those who take the trouble to do so. This it is suggested is a fairly common attitude nowadays.
Let me illustrate with further illustrations by way of demonstration.

In the "old days" in 1969 when I started wargaming very little assistance was given to wargamers.
The only figures available were the Airfix range of A.C.W., Cowboys and Indians. However, we (the
Coventry,Wargames Club) played many an exciting battle with home-grown rules. Later as London Wargames
SectioEybSeame available they were incorporated into our set. Later we decided to venture into
Napoleohics but since figures were not readily available the Club converted Airfix A.C.W. figures. I
well remember I converted some U.S. cavalry to British Light Dragoons using plasticine and banana oil,
and what if they did rout on their first engagement I had still made them. Of course, they would not
compare with today's miniature masterpieces but it is still a pleasure denied to all but a few con
temporary 'gamers. However, if prices continue to rise we may well see a resurgence of converting.

At that time we had younger members who wanted to "win at all costs" but they were gently but
firmly educated that playing the game correctly was more important than achieving victory» How could
this happen then? Why does it not happen nowadays? The answer to this is very complex but I shall
attempt to give a partial answer.

Firstly a part of the answer must be the increasing complexity of rules. I remember at the time
a number of complex sets appeared each more complex than the last, each week for a while before re
turning to our old set. The point with the "Charge" rules is that it produces a lively interesting
game and yet the mechanisms are fairly simple which precluded rule bending. Many of the "professional"
sets are so complex that as a result they are eunbiguous. This allows the legalistic 'gamer to avoid
the effects of the consquences of a tactical blunder by quoting a rule or circumstance or rule which
makes a decisive stroke illegal or impotent. A classic example happened when I charged my Byzantine
extra heavy cavalry through a screen of light infantry archers which disorganised the cavalry. As a
result they were disorganised. I protested that the Byzantines did used this tactic regularly. I
had, mibtakenly, done some historical research before fielding them! No matter, the rules said they
were disorganised so that was that. This occurred under the W.R.G. Ath edition rules and this point
has since been changed of course.

The point being that this shows par excellence how nowadays 'gamers accept whatever professional
rule writers say is realistic without attempting to research and understand the period they are
attempting to simulate. Moreover this particular set and other similar ones seem to produce very
boring and static battles. At convention after convention I have inspected the tables to return two
or three hours later (after imbibing the fruits of the hop) to find the troops in exactly the same
position, the players locked in legal point and counter-point anxiously pouring over massive rule
books, more like barristers than generals. And this is realistic it is claimed!

Another and perhaps less important factor is the ready availability of figures and uniform data.
A few years ago uniform information was hard to obtain when figures had to be converted. This intro
duced one to the pleasures of historical research in order to enable one to convert Airfix or other
figures. In addition one virtually had to research ones own rules achieved by reading battles accounts
at first hand since there was a dearth of material. This led to greater interest and commitment. In
a nutshell the present young generation of 'gamers are "spoon fed" with consequence that reduced effort
has paradoxically reduced enjoyment and commitment.

The third factor which has caused decay is the rise in competition gaming (which could not have
happened without "professional" rules of course!)

In summary then it is my contention that 'gamers today are "spoon fed" and have little interest
in history. Consequently what is left but to win at all costs! Under the circumstances it is hardly
surprising that Fantasy 'gaming has become so popular since it is not, by definition, rooted in
reality it is a rule-benders dream. If you do not believe me listen to tiny Dungeons and Dragons game
in progress. Some sixty percent is debating the rules, which of course, are suitably ambiguous.

Likewise, the rise of board games is equally an inevitable event. With most board games the rules
are tightly written and cover almost any eventuality that can occur. The result is a reduction in the
internecine argiunent and a concentration.on tactics which is what wargames are supposed to be about.
Ah! but they can never equal figure games at the tactical level say the pundits of figure 'gaming. If
you believe this try SPI's Wellington's Victory or Avalon Hill's Squad Leader. Of course no board
game can match the appearance of a figure game.)

What of the future? I believe there are hopeful signs. When I have criticised rules I have been
taken to task by a few younger 'gamers quoting historical precedent for the statements they have made.
Secondly the demand for books on the historical aspects must indicate em increased interest in histori
cal aspects. Thirdly, the excellent set of Horse and Musket rules published recently by Wargames
Research Group. These given an interesting but historically accurate game with simple game mechanisms.

CONTINUED ON PAGE



TALKING WARGAMING

Before Being forced into trenches, the Germans missed
great opportunities to use cavalry in their best possible
role by operating when the war was being fought in the
vast open area between the right of Von Kluck and the
coast. Cavalry divisions, used as in the A.C.W. raids of
Bedford Forrest, could have neutralised the channel ports
and forced the British Expeditionary Force to disembark
in a far less suitable area, but German cavalry did not
even adequately perform the most elementary duties of
reconnaissance. The French approached World War I with
stagnant ideas as to the use of cavalry in modern warfare.
In 1911, a French military observer wrote "If cavalry is
only to be used for fighting on foot, we have to convert
it into mounted rifles, it can, with advantage, be replaced
by infantry on ponies. But let these infantry on ponies
once collide with cavalry, their gallop and use of the
sword, they will soon be destroyed."

ooOoo

FURTHER EXTRACTS FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING" (London 1902)

The Training of Officers. The attainment of perfection by an officer must depend not only on
the training he receives but also to a certain extent upon the nature, the character and physical
development of the officer himself, but there is no doubt that a man with great natural aptitude or
genius for military matters, such as Marlborough, Frederick the Great, or Bonaparte or Wellington
may, with this training, make a very effective officer.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH:

Mount trees, rocks and other similar small terrain features on irregularly shaped pieces of
green/brown plastic sheet. Although reasonably limp they will be heavy enough to conform to undulat
ing contours or ground on which they are placed.

ooOoo

SUN TZU - THE ART OF WAR:

It is the rule in war, if our forces are ten to the enemy's one, to surround him; if five to one,
to attack him; if twice as numerous to divide our army into two. If equally matched, we can offer
battle; if slightly inferior in numbers, we can avoid the enemy; if quite unequal in every way we can
flee from him. Hence, though an obstinate fight may be made by a small force, in the end it must be
captured by the larger force.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH:

Why cannot manufacturers mould groups of figures - say three men in the same pose close together
- at a proportionate price, of course. In this way, sticking figures on stands will be a thing of the
past - casualties can be removed by using 2-man groups or the customary single figure.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH;

1. At what battle in Italy did a Russian General defeat the French?
2. Who was General Anton Denikin?
3. Who commanded the U.S. forces in the Spanish-American War 1898?
A. Name the general of the Eastern Roman Empire said to be one of the great captains of history?
5. Dates of - a) Battle of the Boyne: b) Battle of the Nile: c) Battle of Tannenberg

d) Battle of Lundy's Lane and e) Battle of Manzikert

ANSWERS ON PAGE 'Z'S

THANK YOU TERRY WISE

Having moaned elsewhere in this issue about something written in Terry Wise's feature OBSERVATION
POST in the May issue of Battle Magazine may I now thank him for his pincere words in connection with
this magazine, when he writes:-

"Wargamer's Newsletter, February 1978. Very interesting discussions on realism in Napoleonic
rules, and problems met with when buying figures, plus a write-up of a Peninsular warg^e, but the
real value of this magazine is more difficult to state in a few words. Part of its value stems from
the letters and debates on fine points in wargaming, part from the enthusiasm always found in the Must
List, and even more from the editorial, but I think the magazine's individual character - and its
strength - in the main springs from its editor, whose love of the hobby at all times pervades every
thing within."



NEW WAHGAMING PASTUHES

Harold Gen

Nothing is odder in wargaming than the way one blunders almost by accident into a new period of
history which suddenly seems to have endless possibilities. I remember how, after a couple of years
of ACW and Napoleonic games, I happened to re-read a little more carefully the description of the
W.W.IX games in "War Games", and was fascinated by the mutually supporting six or seven types of
weapon (mortar, MG, A/T gun, etc), all with weaknesses, all with strong advantages, and also by the
consequent incentive to fight in depth, unlike most of the horse-and-musket games I had ever seen.
So, despite my previous lack of interest in an "uncolourful" period, I plunged into several months
of very enjoyable small actions set in 19^2-44, without of course losing my earlier interests.

Having gone through the same thing a few times since then, 1 have often wondered if it was
possible to list the things which attract wargamers to particular periods of history. What do
readers think of the following requirements?

1. The war should use a variety of equipment. I feel this is something which is against the
Crimean War - 50,000 Russians in the same uniform, and same weaponry on both sides - or the Boer War.

2. The war had interesting tactical features. Surely this is one reason for the enduring
popularity of the 1805-1815 era, with its infinitely variable combinations of line, column, skirmish
ing, cavalry-gun tactics, guerilla versus regulars conflicts, eind so on.

3. The opposing sides were fairly evenly balanced, at least part of the time. For this reason,
Sudan and Afghan wargames tend to be more popular than games featuring European infantry armies fight
ing African tribal spearmen. Ancients, ACW, ECW and Napoleonics all do well here.

4. Good models are easily available, and in a full range. I remember that, when ACW was at its
most popular, many possible enthusiasts were put off because excellent infantry and guns were avail
able but very inadequate cavalry and command/specialist figures.

5. Plentiful popular histories are available in the shops, or at least in the libraries,
to think this was one reason why the Seven Years War had never become really popular.

I used

6. Historically accurate and easy-playing rules are obtainable, and perhaps they should also not
be too restrictive. One think I liked very much when WRG rules first appeared was that they did not
limit unit sizes, unlike many earlier ruleiaooks.

Readers could probably suggest further factors. Personally I am also attracted by armies or
navies which were potentially as good as their opponents but nothing like as well led, or were ruined
by the planners, or suffered quite exceptional bad luck. I think many wargamers are similarly drawn,
as I notice Confederates and Cavaliers have always had plenty^idherents, as have Greeks amongst the
Ancient armies.

For this latter reason, as well as 2), 3), and 4) above, you would think the American Independence
War would be more popular over here. 1 wonder if it (and the Seven Years Way) suffer rather from
having many resemblances to the Napoleonic period, yet lacking its huge variety - so that when a
Napoleonic enthusiast wants a change of period he will want to go right outside the bayonet/cannon/
charging cavalry era?

Some of all this was in my mind lately as we had been having one of the most interesting and re
laxing series of wargames ever, but of a kind which-I do not think any of us could have possibly pre
dicted even a year ago. Naval, of all things.

To show how these things develop, I should say that the starting point was a few years ago when
at some convention in London I saw one or two tiny models of Victorian battleships made by, I think,
Navwar. They were beautifully painted in the late Victorian livery which preceded the awful greys of
the 20th century. The scale was 100ft = 10cm, so that the average battleship or cruiser of those days,
being about 350-400 ft in length, worked out in the model at a length of only 1^- inches or so. It
would be possible to have a fairly large game on a very average playing area of say 5 x 4^. and with
ships which could be painted to look as colourful in their way as an 18th century army. I just was
not very interested in the dull-looking ships of the Jutland period, but here was something earlier
which was far more interesting, to me at any rate. The fact that submarines were not operational in
the pre-Dreadnought days (up to say the end of 1905), sophisticated director control had not been in
troduced, aircraft had not yet flown, all these things made me think that the 1885-1905 period would
make a good wargame, with a manageable size of rulebook, I worked out a set of rules based on shell
type and armour protection linked with ship tonnage, which worked well enough and gave us a lot of good
small games. Three of us built up small fleets, of from six to a dozen ships.

But after a while the interest faded. Here is where all the factors mentioned earlier come in.

After a gap of two years or so I happened to read a copy of Brassey's Naval Annual for 1913 which I
had picked up in a secondhand book shop, and saw that we had not been'well enough informed on some
features of warfare round about 1900. Ships of all kinds stood up to gunfire for a far longer time
than they were to do a decade later in the Great War, particularly, and battle command was absolutely
crucial. Blind obedience was the rule, and destruction of the admiral or his staff or to the steering
or even the signal mast of his ship, at the height of the battle, was often fatal. I drafted totally
new rules which used a random fire system with a wide chance spread, and command rules which penalised
a bad initial plan.

At about the same time one of the original naval group found that the makers had switched from



plastic resin to metal ship models, many of which reached a new standard of detail altogether. In a
hurst of enthusiasm we bought heavily, encouraged by the new rules playing very easily and giving most
accurate results. One player amassed over a hundred models, British, German, French, American. We
found that there were quite a few books about on the 1904-5 war, the main conflict of the period, so
the rules were adjusted to give authentic results. That particular war involved a lot of experimenta
tion in tactics and strategy by both sides, with limitless situations for good wargames, and until the
Russian Par East fleet lost both their best admirals the two sides were very evenly matched. So prac
tically all the requirements I listed were satisfied with the new game.

Nor has there been any falling-off this time. There seems to be a new stimulus, in fact, every
month or so. Soon after the new rules had been found to work so easily, one of the group, Brian Jarvis,
produced a very neat points system covering all ships and naval equipment we were likely to use in
games, allowing pre-game secrecy and encouraging experimenting with all kinds of ship combination
schemes. A low-price issue of the 1905-6 Janes appeared in the shops. Navwar particularly produced
remodelled metal ships with military masts, fighting tops and secondary and even tertiary gun positions
which need to be viewed with a magnifying glass to appreciate fully.

In recent years I have come to feel more and more strongly about the look of a wargame. This one
certainly pleases me. In addition to the very handsome ships with their 3, 4 or 5 funnels and clutter
of crew boats, searchlight towers, etc., we use blue-painted table tops, with the thinner pieces of
green-painted Napoleonic scenery blocks for shore lines, dotted with painted houses.

A very nice bonus is that the time to set up and clear up games is more than halved for the person
whose house it is. The visitors Just have to pop the small models in something the size of a half-
pound box of chocolates and dash off to the car. The work of two minutes. I think we all appreciate
a) the relaxation of the games. There is between six and twenty ship models a player, instead of say
two hundred soldier models, movement and positioning is easy and quick. And b) the literally endless
ways of dealing with each situation. With so many types of ships you can always think "I'd like to try
that attack some other time but this time use " And with so many nationalities you need never be
bored with the same fleet if you like variety. The various countries had different naval warfare
theories and built accordingly. Now, it would take you perhaps 18 months or so to paint two large
armies in, say, 25mm, but you can paint in two weekends two of these tiny fleets with sufficient numbers
to give yo® game situations for the next year.

If anybody is interested in trying this most entertaining type of game, for Late Victorian Colonial
games for instance, as well as the Spanish-American War, etc., we have spare copies available at 70p
(four pages of rules, the rest being ship plans, definitions, etc.). Write to me at 12 Will Way,
Chiswell Green, St. Albans.

LETTERS - Continued from Page 2J

the German colonies in Africa.

The local types have been rather puzzled by the huge furor which seems to be going on over there
in England regarding national characteristics in Napoleonic wargaming, I guess because all the rules
that have been used locally have always stressed national differences. To me it seems rather incon
sistent to research a uniform down to the colour of the buttons and then demand that your Neapolitan
militia be a match for the Old Guard. For what its worth my own opinion is that a wargamer can win
battles with any army against any opposition provided that he uses it correctly. An Austrian army
cannot be handled exactly like a French one, or a British, Prussian, or Russian force. Surely study
ing the tactical system of a country merits as much attention as researching their uniforms."

Greg Rose of Washington, U.S.A.

THIS IS NOT THE WAY I REMEMBER IT!

I hate recrimination and dragging up old arguments and disagreements. Hence I was a bit unhappy
to see that in Terry Wise's feature OBSERVATION POST in the May issue of Battle Magazine in consider
ing correspondence with a Mr.Wheeler, the following is written:-

"Mr.Wheeler's Olympian authority on the definition of the modern meaning of wargaming is Don
Featherstone, who in 1962 registered the titles wargames, wargame, wargaming and wargamers, and used
this registration to prevent others using the words on their books and magazines, hence Miniature
Warfare (not The Wargamer as planned), my own Introduction to Battle Gaming, and Charles Grant's
Battle."

This is not at all the way I remember it - to the best of my recollection, as the result of a
lot of talk by myself and Neville Dickinson of Miniature Figurines as to the possibilities of me
registering the title "Wargames" or "wargaming" or similar words because of the resemblance to the
title of my original book, John Tunstill decided not to risk calling his new magazine "The Wargamer"
and changed the title to "Miniature Warfare". At no time have I ever registered any such titles.
Their frequent and common use of recent years in connection with all types of books and literature
indicates this to be the case.

"REALISM" IN WARGAMING - Continued from Page 13

player's hands. At any rate, Mr.Callan's idea seems to be the best chance of obtaining a degree of
true "realism" on the table-top, and to give all those who yearn to execute huge flank-marches ten
miles into the enemy's rear a chance of fulfilling their ambitions on the wargames-table.



"REALISM" IN ¥ARGAMING

Philip J.Haythornthwalte

The correspondence pages of various recent magazines might suggest that the only controversy ever
to have heset wargamlng Is the current tooth and nail encounter (or perhaps fang and claw Is more
appropriate) between the advocates and opponents of "fantasy" wargamlng. Indeed, I was much perplexed
to read a statement recently which suggested that "Middle Earth" gaming Is as realistic as a re-flght
of Lelpslg or Chancellorsvllle or Nasehy, a statement apparently not Intended to cast aspersions upon
the "realism" of current Napoleonic or Civil Wars rules. I am perplexed because though I have seen and
handled artifacts and documents apertalnlng to the latter three, I have yet to see a dragon Inclnerat-
his way down the street!

The quest for meixlmum "realism" seems to haunt about half the wargeunlng population, with the ulti
mate result of producing rules which are, I suspect, scarcely workable even to their creators. Yet no
matter how Intricate the rules, I believe It virtually Impossible to recreate accurately the actions of,
say, the Napoleonic Wars on the wargames table using the types of rules currently fashionable. So what?
Well, some believe that the only point of wargamlng Is to find oneself faced with problems which might
have confronted generals of the period, and then tiy to extricate oneself from these situations; prob
ably as much an Intellectual exercise as chess. But If you don't derive enjoyment from this type of
thing, there Is certain to be some other facet of wargamlng which will fit the bill, even If It Is only
rolling marbles at a row of hobblts - chacun a son gout.

But If you do want maximum realism, consider this: unless playing a "teeun" game with subordinate
commanders, the Individual player represents the commanding general, and commanding generals rarely. If
ever, concerned themselves with "minor tactics" - the deployment of a single battalion, advance of a
few companies, etc.

And no matter how well—researched the rules, two factors alone render true "realism" an Impossi
bility - firstly the movements of the enemy which were concealed from the commander (this can be over
come In wargames by the use of maps and umpires, often a tedious business); and secondly the presence
of smoke, which not only hid from view units which would normally be within visual range, but had In
Itself a tactical Implication In the conserving of salvoes until a brief break in the drifting smoke
revealed the enemy. Unless one provides little clusters of cotton-wool to move across the table at a
predetermined (wind) speed, with a new miniature cloud added for each volley - an absurd Idea — this
Is Impossible to recreate on the table. Result: "realism" founders before It has even been launched.

But suppose you use a scale In which these factors cease to be Important? Suppose you determine,
by research Into what actually happened, the likely result of unit A attacking unit B under condition
C, so that the net result (and losses) to both sides are predictable to a degree before the combat
actually takes place? (Actual casualties could be varied slightly by Incorporating a dice-throw Into
your previously-decided table of casualties). If you thus remove the need for the Intricacies of
volley-flrlng, meleelng, whether or not unit A has time to fire one volley or more before being hit by
unit B, etc., you are left with one duty as army commander - the manoeuvre and deployment of your forces
Into the most advantageous position - the duty of a real-life general.

As far as "minor tactics" were concerned. It was the timing, positioning and supporting of
manoeuvres which counted, not the actual methods of execution. Manoeuvres were carried out according
to stereotyped drill, leaving little scope for Innovation at battalion level. Therefore, apart from
exceptional cases, units advanced, deployed, fired, etc., as If they were automata, "In the same old
way" to quote Wellington. The general's skill - and therefore the wargamer's - should be In getting
the troops Into the right position at the right time with the right support, when the semi-automatic
manoeuvres could take over and virtually run themselves.

By simplifying the Intricacies of actual combat Into a single calculation, one can obviously not
use 25mm figures. In fact a scale In which a battalion frontage In line covers half an Inch would
seem to be possible, making effective musket-range thereby being something less than that, dispensing
with the need for differentiating between m\isketry and the rare bouts of melee; In other words a unit
would advance to contact and either drive back Its target or be driven back Itself, with casualties
simply recorded on a sheet of paper off-table.

And by using this scale there is one marvellous advantage - an ordinary-sized wargames table will
allow not only flank-marches but the whole gamut of Napoleonic tactics - "corps d'observation",
"manoeuvres sur les derrieres", etc., - the whole Intellectual armoury of the Napoleonic commander.
With such a system the game would move constantly, and the boredom which Increases as the Intricacies
of battalion combat draw nearer, as mentioned In the editorial of "Newsletter" 192, would be avoided.

Concealed movement, vital In such a game, could be accomplished If each player were allowed to
mark the presence of every force by, say, a counter, only being revealed when the force came within
vision of an enemy unit; In this scale every counter could conceivably represent either a division or
a platoon. Of course Instructions for each unit would have to be written for each move (to avoid
accusations of cheating, for one reason!), which. In order to reproduce the time-lag which Inevitably
ensued between Issue of orders and their delivery, could be written for execution a certain number of
moves in advance, to represent the time required for an A.B.C. to carry orders from the general's
standpoint to the unit concerned. This again Increases the need for careful thought and planning In
which the player's skill becomes paramount.

It would, of course, be difficult to find figures which would be suitable; 5mm figures might
suffice but there would be problems regarding the unrealistic "depth" of units, particularly cavalry,
when compared to a half-Inch frontage representing perhaps 150 yards. Probably the best solution lies
In the remarkably refreshing "mstchstlck army" article by Mr.Callan In Newsletter 192. Indeed, as Mr.
Callan states, "figures" of this type are most conducive to taking "the tactical mlnutae" out of the
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THOSE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER ROCKY SLOPES!

George Erik

Correspondent Charles King asks for ideas on "builtlng REALISTIC NW Frontier rocky slopes which
can easily he stored?" The term "realistic" poses problems, depending on the standard of realism
envisaged in relation to practical wargaming as distinct from a diorama concept. All model-making
books offer sound guidance on the latter and a variety of practical techniques, but as far as war-
gaming is concerned the following basic suggestions may be helpful.

Although not a wargamer myself, I feel the main problem is to compromise between "realism" and
practicality in providing adequate facility for the standing, positioning, and movement of the figures.
For flexibility, terrain features should also be where possible inter-changeable, portable, and con
venient for storage. I suggest, therefore, that the easiest do-it-yourself approach is the standard
architectural technique of producing ground level variations in irregular contoured layers, built up
in "STEPS" as illustrated. Careful thought and planning with this method can produce interchangeable
sets of pieces for a variety of shapes and dispositions.

MATERIALS: The professionals usually prefer sheet CORK, available in varied thickness, light in weight
and easy to cut and work; but not readily available at retail level. However, cork bath and table mats
can still be found. Alternatively, pulp board, insulation board, can be satisfactory although somewhat
heavier. "Strawboard", again heavier, can be used but is generally limited to about -J" thickness - and
even plywood if you don't mind the weight and harder work if cutting by hand. Any "scrap" material in
this category can be both used and combined. All can be glued and painted with standard materials.
But I consider expanded polystyrene too fragile for wargaming.

PLANNING; The governing factor is the WIDTH AND HEIGHT OF THE "STEPS", which are determined by the
scale of the figures involved, say 20-25mm or 15mm strip figures. Think also of space needed for such
items as trees, bushes, rocks, etc. Consider the area and size of the countours required and start
planning by making cardboard templates for each section and layer of each piece, and try them out in
relation to figures and overall terrain concept. Once satisfied, draw round them on the chosen material
for cutting out. Number templates and contours for identification. The object is to produce a set of
contoured pieces that can be placed together in different combinations and varying heights. The height
of the "steps" MUST be identical on all pieces.

TEMPLATES; Assuming you are making a 4-tier Hill piece, draw out complete template contours for the
base piece (a), then divide into four sections as shown. Contours can vary at will, but STRAIGHT
edges must be of equal width in order to fit together in use. Cut around the complete contour lines,
and then divide into four sections as shown.

Diagram 1. Base 'A'

Trial will show that the sections offer variety when placed on with another end or longways.

CUTTING OUT; Dividing the template into four sections enables one to use up odd pieces of material.
Having drawn round the templates, cut out the pieces, being sure to keep the cutting edge VERTICAL.
A fine fretsaw blade in a "keyhole" saw is recommended for hand cutting.

Diagram 2. From Base 'A' template, make templates B - C - D, reducing the contour area in each case
to make the "steps", and vary the outlines, thus providing the elevation. It is recommended NOT to
glue the tiers on top of each other, merely laid on they offer wider choice of variety in combinations.
This exercise alone will provide sixteen interchangeable pieces as shown in Diagreim.

CHAMPFERING; "Champfered" contour (not straight) edges for a more realistic finish when painted and
"landscaped". The "slope" on the edges should be consistent, particularly at the ends to ensure that
the sections match up one with another. Draw a guideline following the contours on the top of each
piece, say within, and "slope" off to bottom edge with a rasp or "Surform" plane. You can leave
"vertical" edges if you wish.

These rough diagrams
are merely to indicate
method. The number of
pieces and/or tiers in
volved entirely optional,
any size or shape.

"LANDSCAPING"; Whilst
not essential, "rounding
off" the top edges will
soften the contours if

desired. Size and/or
undercoat tops and edges
of all pieces, after
which they can be painted
and treated with coloured
compound, sand, grit, etc.

Champfered Edge,

Side Elevation,
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The New Weapons Gallery In the
National Army Museum. Chelsea.

With the opening of the New Weapons Gallery on
12 April 1978, the National Army Museum will com
plete the displays in the Chelsea building. Since
the museum opened in 1971 the weapons on exhibition
have been little more than accessories to uniforms,
or shown as relics of great men and their campaigns.
Now, for the first time anywhere, visitors can trace
the development of the weapons of the British soldier
from the medieval longbow to modern recoilless arms
capable of disabling the most up-to-date armoured
fighting vehicles. The influences of tradition,
emergency, fashion and advancing technology are all
part of developments which were also affected by the
special needs and preferences of individual regi
ments raised and served throughout the world. It is
a complex story, weaving together several evolution
ary strands, for there were occasions when a single
armoured man carried a brace of pistols, a carbine,
a sword and a lance.

For the first two hundred years of the story
some infantry and cavalry wore armour, which dis
appeared from the battlefield in the early years
of the eighteenth century, reappearing in 1915 to
develop into the textile body armour and plastic
helmets worn today. The greatest emphasis has
always been on the development of firearms. The
phrase "lock, stock and barrel" encompasses some
of the gun parts which are still changing. To them
must be added the evolution arising from conflicting
opinions about the bayonet, loading methods, sights
and many other minor variants which comprise
"development". All of these had to be considered
in the light of tactical change and the revolution
in industrial techniques. The experience ®
of campaigns in Europe, Asia, North and
South America, Africa, even in Australasia, ~
and endless trials and experiements had ^ "
their effects on the evolution of the '

weapons and equipment carried through the
drudgery, terror and pageantry of peace and
war. '

•

Revolutionary ideas came from unexpect- '
ed sources. The professional soldier, exem-
plified by the heroic Patrick Ferguson, who
invented the army's first issue breech-
loading rifle, is a rare military man in the
field of firearms development. A Dutch-
American wine-merchant, Joseph Snider
designed the first cheap and simple British HHHE
mechanism to convert muzzle-loading rifles
into faster-firing breech-loaders. The
foundations for the introduction of percuss-
ion ignition, the basis of almost every |HH|H
practical one-piece cartridge, were laid by
a Scottish minister of the church, Alexander ■HUBI
Forsyth. Other major contributions came from
an unsuccessful balloon-freak from Switzerland,
a dentist, a carriage-maker's
apprentice and Eli Whitney, in-
ventor of the cotton gin. y2lH^B||nyoH

For centuries the sword and tfllfcoBwMPM
lance were topics for great argu- ■JbIk
ments, but they developed slowly
and little. It might even be pByBW.
said, although many students BHi BK
would disagree violently, that H|
they were obsolescent from the 5.TrSBBp
day that the first effective I
bayonet was developed. But all d
three - sword, lance and bayonet ^
- have had their own protagonists k { .
and their separate histories.
Since no single type of weapon j ■
was used in isolation, the creat- 1 !ir
ors of the gallery take em inte-
grated view of the tactical use

k



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS By DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personarlly inscrlBed to YOU, signed By the author. Send cash with
order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All prices Below are for U.K. only
- overseas Buyers (whether in sterling or their own currency) please add 10^

W.-mOAMES - eA.20p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.'^5p
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - VOL.1 3000 EC to 1300 AD - £A.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THEAGES -
11,20-1

Vol.11

.  WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £A.. 90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES

and the technological developments of the various arms in the context of their combined use in the
Army. Swords developed on their own hut their design varied almost as frequently if much less dramat
ically as did that of firearms. The pike, the halherd and the hill also changed while they were used
alongside the musket, Before Becoming obsolete through the development of cavalry tactics which, in
their turn, were eliminated as automatic weapons were perfected.

The gallery makes use of specially commissioned models, exploded drawings and contemporary illus
trations from many sources including the Royal Collection. Slide and television sequences describe
loading drills and the visitor can try his skill in an electronic shooting gallery. Like the other
displays in the National Army Museum the Weapons Gallery is aimed at the intelligent lay visitor, hut
there is plenty for the specialist in this exciting, colourful yet scholarly exhibition.

- Vol.IV 1863-19^5 - £6.OOP.
WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £^.25p. WARGUING
BATTLES IN MINIATURE
1356 - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - £1.
CAREY'S* BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 - £A.25p. TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE No.A - £A.50p. WARGAMING AIRBORNE
OPERATIONS - £5.00p.

WARGAMING RULES: 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) By Tony Bath. 2. Mediaeval period By Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) By Tony Bath. A.
Napoleonic By Donald Featherstone. , . ~
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) By Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917
game in ( V " " ' ' * " '
8. 19AA Normandy-type wargame By Philip Barker.
Featherstone. AOp each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated Booklet describing how to construct realistic Battleifleds - 55p

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE

in German S.W.Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) By Donald Featherstone
Pike and Shot - English Civil War By Donald

lATTLES WiTh MODfeL SOLDIERS - £A.A5p. BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £A.00

American Civil War By Donald Featherstone

p
PIKE AND SHOT PEJUODS - £5.00p. TANK

The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN

WARGAME RULES FROM STEPHEN REED, 1 Westlees, Reigate Road, Hookwood, Surrey EH6 OKD

Napoleonic Rules - still the Best, include organisations for the major combatants
Napoleonic Naval - for fleet actions on a hex grid
5mm Amendments for Napoleonic rules - now refight the major Battles in this popular scale
MarlBorough•B Wars - 15mm rules for the War of the Spanish Succession
Space Warfare - futuristic warfare includes designing your own spaceships!
NEW Ancient rules - Basic rules including optional section on command and orders

plus Medieval supplement
plus Fantasy supplement

1/300 World War II - for micro-armour and infantry these easy-to-use rules are ideal
American Civil War - NEW straightforward 2nd rules

Also available Army Lists for WRG Ancient rules as used in Society of Ancients Postal
Championship, with explanation of use under other rules

All these rules have Been tested By experienced gamers and have Been tried on Beginners to check
they can Be easily followed.

Club and trade enquiries welcome, discounts available for Bulk orders of more than 10 copies of a
set of rules. Please mention Wargamer's Newsletter when ordering. Please send SAE if writing
with queries rather than orders. Overseas orders to Be accompanied By International Money Order,
(if payment not in Sterling add 50p). All orders under 25p add lOp p & p.

75p
20p
lOp
25p
50p
50p
20p
20p

25p
60p

THOSE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER ROCKY SLOPES! - Continued from Page 1^

according to choice. Place the finished pieces edge to edge and one on top of the other at will and
experiment with the combination potential.

If a "soft" material has Been used trees, fencing, etc., can Be "pegged" at the Bottom with pins
or nails to push into the terrain. For exceptionally "wooded" terrain pegBoard can Be used for the
top tiers. Otherwise, trees, etc., can Be mounted on thin flat Bases of appropriate size and placed
as required. More pemanent features such as rocks, scrub can Be glued onto the top tier and "steps"
areas and painted to Blend in.

Much more could Be said on the subject. But the potentialities in this system will Be very
obvious to "Newsletter" readers. We have used the system in various forms and it works. Unfortunate
ly, in terms of time/labour involved it is not practical to hand produce these items commercially.
Anyway, if you have the time and patience, it is hoped that these Brief notes will prove helpful!



MUST LIST

i  f- 1

f mExji^isi

The striking hook plate shown here can he obtained in V
quantity from MODEL FIGUHES AND HOBBIES, Lower Balloo Road, /
Groomsport, Co.Down, N. Ireland BTI9 2LU. A long established m-
firm run by veteran wargamer Cameron Robinson, they special- f|
ise in 1:1200 ship models, military miniatures. Acorn and ^
Jackboot figures. Ensign ships, MM ship kits and also offer
a fine metal cast and production and mould service. Re-
cently they have had many requests from customers calling
for a range of aero-space models suitable for space and _
science fiction wargames and, in view of their wide experi-
ence in the manufacture of aircraft models in miniature and

the high cost of these models (most of which are produced and
descriptions given for information only) and names, types and Ba 'Ih^S
armament, etc., can be decided by the various requirements of
the wargEime being played or the rules in use. Manufactured
by ENSIGN SHIP MODELS in best quality metal they need very ^
little attention to look most realistic in a fine silver ^ ̂  ̂ ̂
finish after polishing with a good metal polish or burnish- /t 7
ing. At present the range is as follows - Explorer vehicle i /l
hover type; Explorer vehicle tracked type; Flying saucer \
scout; Fighter - Recce vessel Forward Firing Weapon; Inter- '' i Pr3 ( J[ yl^3
stellar patrol vessel with Heavy Weapon Nodule; Deep space / 13 \
assault vessel with 3 twin and I single weapon battery; jWl I
Hunter-Destroyer ship with 2 heavy weapon/missile launchers; ^ I Wl m hJ
Bat Fighter-Recce ship forward firing weapon; Interceptor la -.liS
Fighter with A Weapon/missile launchers and large Flying
saucer with l6 Twin weapon batteries. The large Flying •®w«wwa6r
Saucer is an extremely realistic model and I shall look very
suspiciously at any future photographs of supposed Unidenti- —-— .TimMr«rmiwn«nirw<iT
field Flying Objects (particularly after the popularity of tiy '^odel Figures & Hobbies, Groomsport, Co. Down, N. Ireland
the current film "Close Encounters of the Third KiH0?) because
I would imagine it would be very easy to pose this model
against a suitable background and with clever photography make it look extremely life-Iikel Probably
more to the taste of Model Figures and Hobbies are their latest releases of 1:1200 scale Waterline
ships from ENSIGN - U.S.S. Evarts Class Destroyer Escort; U.S.S. Sims A.P.D. Fast Transport and U.S.S.
P.C. 1228 Motor Gunboat. By popular request they have re-issued their very fine plastic model of an
Escort Carrier U.S.S. Casablanca C.V.E. at £I.50p. On all items postage is 10^ in U.K., minimum lOp.
overseas extra.

Still on a Naval tack, another manufacturer of authentic scale model waterline ships is FLEETLINE
MODEL COMPANY of 224C Forton Road, Gosport, Hants, P0I2 3HW. Dave Higgs (brother of Dick Higgs at
Miniature Figurines) is the Director of Fleetline and has told me of their latest developments.
Acknowledged as being among the top 1:1200 scale ship manufacturers, since Christmas they have increased
their range by the following items:- U.S.A.Sturgeon Class Submarine; Russian Z Class Submarine; German
Narvick Class Destroyer; German M.F.P. Type D; Aegir Icelandic Gunboat; Russian "W" Class Submarine;
Vdmiralty Harbour Defence Launch; Russian OSA Type I; Vesper 72' 6" M.T.B.; Fairmile Type "A" M.G.B.;
and Swiftsure Class British Nuclear Submarine. They have also put out first in a line of Napoleonic
ships, not unnaturally it is H.M.S. Victory and the next to be launched is the AGAMEMNON, a third rate
frigate of 6A guns that is known to have been Nelson's favourite ship.

For those more interested in model figures than model ships, FLEETLINE have begun producing 5^iiim
figures. Initially being asked to produce a figure of Lord Nelson that would retail at about fil.OOp,
they felt it most suitable to stay in the standard 5^mm size and have turned out a TRAFALGAR range of
figures at £I.25p each. There is an advertisement in this issue which pictures these models and as I
write I have in front of me the 1st Lieutenant. I cannot recall seeing a cleaner and better defined
figure than this beautiful, characteristically posed naval lieutenant. When I see figures like this
it makes me wish I could paint! The range is small but sufficiently different to interest collectors
- it consists of Lord Nelson; a 1st Lieutenant (who could easily be thought to be Hardy but this is not
specifically the case); a Midshipman; a boy or younger man typical of the day and in a stance suggest
ing that he is in conversation with a superior officer; the Seaman or 'Blue Jacket' is a little on the
"posh" side but none the less is also typical and could either be cheering a victory or waving goodbye
to a lady on the shore. If they are all as good as my 1st lieutenant then these are beautiful figures.

A couple of months ago I mentioned the small but excellent range of 20mm figures beings put out by
the military sculptor JOHN NIBLETT (50 The Broadway, Herne Bay, Kent.) I am delighted to see that he
is supporting this magazine by taking a full page advert in this month's issue and I also have in
front of me as I write samples of his latest I7th Century English Civil War 20mmLfigures. Lacking the
solid "chunkiness" of the usual wargames figures, these are highly distinctive and beautifully designed
miniature manikins which I imagine could stand being blown-up in a photograph to many times their size
and still be mistaken for a flesh-and-blood person. They are too small to blend in with any other make
of figures so far as I can recall but are well worth acquiring and painting up as a smallish "second"
army - the foot figures are very competitive in price although the cavalry seem a little more expensive
than most available ranges. The figures I have before me come in pairs and this is a sensible method
because one pair consists of two pikemen, one in an action pose and one at rest; then there are two
musketeers, one in an action pose with his musket on a rest and the other with shouldered musket
and the rest on the grodnd and in fhe other hand; then there is a pair consisting of a drummer and I
imagine it is an officer or sergeant with a halberd. This means that a unit can be made up half of
men in action and half (the rear ranks) at rest although on orders of CS.OOp and over any selection ef
figures can be made and I imagine that regiments of figures in the same position cein thus be obtained.



The cavalry figures consist of a Royalist trooper with raised sword, an Ironsides trooper In lohster-
tall helmet and a cuirassier In three-quarter armour. Coming In kits of parts, the figures can he
Individually animated although, as I have said before I am not very happy about fixing small muskets
and pikes, etc., on to such well defined figures - but then I am not particularly handy with either
soldering Iron or glue. The price of this range Is - 3 mounted figures £1.60p; 6 foot figures 72p,
each plus 12p postage and packing (overseas postage and packing 50p).

John Nlblett also has a pleasing If small range of llth-12th century figures and l^th century
horse and foot. Turn to his advert elsewhere In this magazine and see them for yourself.

Recently I mentioned sets of 25mm flags In full colour and self-adhesive obtainable from Messrs
KING and OVER "SOLDIERS", 36 Kennington Road, London, or by mail from Keith Over's home address at 7
Thurnlng Avenue, Stanground, Peterborough. Selling at 70p per sheet - lOp postage for up to six
sheets, these flags can save hours of research and work to produce a most pleasing and colourful
embellishment to our wargames armies. Since mentioning them last month I have received samples and
find them beautifully coloured and very Impressive - my armies will be greatly Improved when I can
get around to cutting them out and sticking them on poles (providing my son will first solder the
poles Into the hands of the figures!) The full range Is as follows - British Infantry 1815; British
Infantry 1801-16; British Infantry 1768-1801; German Army 1775x83; French Line Infantry 1815; French
Imperial Guard Infantry 1813-15; French Army 1775-83; French Line Infantry 180^1-1^; French Imperial
Guard Infeintry 1804-13; Austrian Infantry 1795-1805; Austrian Infantry 1806-16 and American Army
1770-83.

Despite the manner in which model soldier manufacturers knock each other's products (from this
I exclude the subject of this paragraph) none of them are really bad and all look reasonable when
painted up - the true merit of a figure Is surely In the eyes of the beholder who has painted them?
Conversely each maker has distinctive characteristics which, for various reasons, either attract or
put-off prospective buyers. For Instance, I have always found that the style and posing of figures
made by WARRIOR and LAMMING, both rated among the smaller commercial makers, have a great deal of
appeal and the manner In which their displays of painted figures on stalls at exhibitions are always
crowded would seem that others share my viewpoint. This was noticeable at the recent "Southern
Mllltalre" where those beautiful and colourful Medieval figures of Bill Lammlngs again attracted much
attention. The LAMMING range Is one that encompasses slightly off-beat periods which hold great
attraction to the wargamer but, often because he cannot obtain figures, he does nothing more than
covet. Normans, Vikings and Medlevals for example are not necessarily periods fijr which one would
build very large armies but they are quite excellent as "second" armies as many wargamers have
found out.

In a slightly different categoj^y are the latest figures of LAMMING MINIATURES that lay before me
at the moment. They are 20mm In scale and are World War Two German and British. Beautifully made
and very attractive In their posing, they consist of figures with separate weapons such as rifles,
mortars, etc., and they come In packs of 3 figures in most cases. Packs G, H, J, M, N, P and 0 are
German infantry, mortar and machine-gun teams; packs K, L and 0 are British Infantry (the first two
being lying down Bren-gunners and riflemen) and finally there is an Intriguing pack R which consists
'of three civilians, two men and a woman with a selection of small arms so presumeably they are the
Resistance. There do not seem to be so many wargamers around these days actively fighting World War
Two and again a small set-up In this period can make a fine "second" period, to follow. As we found
here In Southeunpton, Airborne operations can be made as big or as small as one wishes and If one
accepts relatively simple rules, can be fast-moving and exciting. Modern warfare on the wargames
table is made complex and difficult because of the vast diversity of weapons and vehicles, but what
one loses on the swings one gains on the roundabouts because It Is that very diversity which makes
for much of the Interest. Digressing but in the same context, I was Interested recently to hear a
very active wargamer say that he could not bear the thought of having to build-up an Ancient Greek
army to fight his Persian despite the Greek Hoplites being highly colourful characters - he simply
felt that as the armies were mostly composed of Hoplites there just was not enough diversity to make
their formation Interesting!

Returning to LAMMING MINIATURES - note from this month's advert In the Newsletter that they have
changed their address to 254 Wlncolmlee, Hull HU2 OPZ. As I dictated that and with Bill Lamming's
World War Two figures spread out In front of me, I realised that 1 had failed to mention that they
fit In Ideally with the reasonably extensive range of AIRFIX plastic OO/HO figures In this period.

Talking of plastic figures, I am surprised at the fairly widespread aversion to them, particularly
among the younger and more Idealistic wargamers. Personally, I have found that there Is just as much
if not more detail on plastic figures than on metal ones and they are comparably cheaper. If It Is
the lack of vast ranges of them then they can be readily converted although this is time-consuming and
might not be to everyones taste so that mixing plastic and metal is not unreasonable. It seems that
it is their lightness and ability to fall over that puts people off - I wonder If the answer to the
Increasing cost of metal figures would not be plastic figures supplied with small separate soft lead
bases which can be folded over the base of a group of figures to provide the base on which we stick
them anyway and at the same time give them weight emd safer postures?

One of the most neglected of all the really cheap wargame figure ranges are the 30mm plastics
turned out by R.W.Spencer-Smlth of 33 Longmeadow, Frlmley, Surrey, whose figures work out at about 40
Infantry for £1.00p; he can also supply cavalry and guns In a large variety of periods. I was reminded
of how good they are and how well they paint up last week when viewing with some delight a fine large
American Revolution terrain set out wholly with these figures in the sensational under the eaves attic
wargames room constructed by Christopher Lance Scott In his batchelor pad at Swindon. Again, Ideal
for a "second" army - this must be "second" army month!

ROSE MINIATURES of 15 Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE18 3ST, have been soldlerlng-on (excuse
the pun) for just about as long as I have been wargamlng^and turning out first-class 54mm figures.
Russell Gammage and his wife Mary devote their lives to ROSE MINIATURES and deserve every support from
the hobby they serve so well. From the wargamlng point of view many of their excellent 54mm figures



are ideal for Individual Skirmish wargaming, while their small range of 20mm Napoleonic foot and
horse are well worth seeing as are their 30mm Napoleonics.

IN BRIEF - HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES are turning out pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCTA)
in packs of 5 for 60p. If it is your scene, look out for MINIATURE FIGURINES New Fantasy concept THE
VALLEY OF THE FOUR WINDS, designed hy Dick Higgs. PETER KEMPLAY of IB Chapel Hill, Skipton, Yorks,
are selling 25mm metal discontinued lines of American War of Independence figures at very low prices;
they also have Napoleonic French Guard Horse Artillery crews of 5 figures at 35p. Look out for
HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED Second World War tanks, armoured cars and figures plus scenic accessories
in 15mm scale - coming shortly. Also from the same firm FIGHTING SAIL at 90p per pack 1:2000 scale
Napoleonic warships in packs of two - range includes 100 gunship of the line, th gunship of the line,
kk and 36 gun frigates and 20 gun sloop of war. PETER LAING is advertising an interesting range of
World War One wargaming figures eovering the Western Front at the beginning of 191A before the advent
of the steel helmet. WARRIOR announce a new range of British, U.S. and German 20mm World War Two
figures - presumeably these will fit in withe Lamming range in the same scale. At Southern Militaire
DIXON MINIATURES were showing some very attraetive 25inm Samurai and other Orientals including Huns,
Chinese, Mongols and Asiatics.

AN APPEAL FOR STANDARDISATION

D. T. S. Whltbread

While the liaison and friendliness between clubs, societies and associations in the West of
England and South Wales are excellent would it not be a great pity if discord were to invade our
fraternity? It has been said that there are differing rules stipulations et cetera on entries at
each Exhibition. Therefore, would it not be a good idea to formulate some broad guide lines to
assist organisers, compeitors and judges alike. For example

Vignettes should be made up of nor more than three figures.

Groups should have at least three figures but not exceed ten or twelve in number.

Mounted Figures should be either sat on an animal or in/on a vehicle.

Wargaming Figures should be movable pieces which can be used on a wargames table.

Novice Class for members who have never been "placed" in a competition at an Exhibition.

A.F.V s should be the outstanding feature of the piece in their class and should be viewed from
at least three complete sides.

Dioramas should be three sided or boxed, the sides being in the nature of walls, trees or hedges,
etc., viewed primarily from the front.

Panorama eould be a new class for 25-30mm figures depicting a scene with a frontage of more than
50 or 60 feet to scale.

A Welcome Stranger Class could be opened for individuals who have never belonged to a club in the
area where they live and where the Exhibition is held. This may draw new members into the clubs. I
am willing to donate a piece of engraved glassware as a trophy.

These are just a few of the ideas and eomments gleaned from members of the different clubs,
societies and associations which I have visited. Your opinions will assist in collating some broad
agreements which will be highly beneficial to our fraternity.

A NEW NATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS AND WARGAMERS

It is common knowledge among the wargaming and model soldier collecting world that those
commercial firms taking stands at this year's Model Engineers Exhibition at Wembley were far from
satisfied, complaining of the out of the way gallery to which they were banished and the high costs
that precluded only the largest concerns from participating. At the time these facts were reported
in Wargamer's Newsletter and it was quite obvious from the tone of conversations with the principals
of our leading manufacturers that they did not intend to take the situation lying down. Nor have
they done so, and at the recent Southern Militaire in Southampton I was privileged to be the first
"outsider" to be told of the plans proposed by a consortium of model soldier manufacturers.

I am told that it is intended to hold an exhibition at the Seymour Hall in London W.2 (the
former venue of the Model Engineering Exhibition before they moved out to Wembley), beginning two
days before the 1979 Model Engineers Exhibition in January next and continuing for the same period
as that Exhibition is being held at Wembley. Plans are far from fully formulated but it would seem
that there has been an immediate response from twenty-four manufacturers, including many of the
smaller concerns who could not afford to take stand-space at the Model Engineers Exhibition. There
fore it would seem that the wargamer, model soldier collector and military enthusiast will have a
completely new exhibition to visit in the dull days after Christmas 1978. Watch these pages for
developments, details and the fullest information as we receive it.

If you are interested in taking space at this exhibition then contact either John Walker of
The Model Soldier Shop, 7 Wollaton Street, Nottingham, (telephone Nottingham A3457) or Neville
Dickinson of Miniature Figurines, 1-5 Graham Road, Southampton (telephone070320855)•



LETTERS
"I would like to take this opportunity of saying that 1 agree with the contents of your editorials.

For myself, I am not remotely interested in competitions or prizes. I find the hohhy a useful and
stimulating way of studying military history, and my criterion for any wargame is that it should he
interesting and enjoyable.

There will always he a place in a hohhy as large as ours for the larger and glossier magazines,
in fact I myself was a regular contrihutor to "Tradition", hut as one whose interest was started hy
your hook War Games and heen very strongly developed hy the Newsletter over a period of nearly 15 years
I ask myself where the hohhy would have gone without it. I can well remember eagerly awaiting the next
edition in its larger format, and although I must hy now have considered most of the problems involved
and possibly come up with my own answers I wonder how others are to find this information without such
a periodical.

I believe that the Secretary of the new Ilford Sword and Board Society will he writing to you to
give details of their meetings, hut we recently discussed your proposal to have no rules except those
as laid down hy the umpire. A number of us felt that there was considerable merit in this if only we
could find sufficient experienced wargamers with a considerable historical knowledge to fill this role,
hut return to my original point that it is better that the game is enjoyable than get too hogged down
with rules, after all, as the well known saying goes "rules are made to he broken".

In our club at Ilford we have recently found that the way to avoid any disagreements is simply to
ask what would have happened in real life and so far all the players concerned have always reached
agreement amicably.

My own approach to most magazines is that 1 wish to learn from them and gain information, so in
this respect I feel that the long correspondence carried out in the pages of Wargamer's Newsletter with
regard to Cavalry versus Infantry etc., is very useful, and 1 can assure you that 1 will continue to
support your magazine, which 1 wish every success."

P.S.Keska of Ilford, Essex.

ooOoo

"May I write to agree with Martin Bates (April "Wargamer") when he states that in the IStii century
and early 19th resolute defenders were hardly ever physically attacked. 1 believe that this has become
increasingly true since the days when firearms began to rule the battlefield, right up to the present
day.

Colonel George Brown, a relative of Field Marshal Maximilian von Braune, stated in the early 18th
century that if a commander could bring his unit within 15 paces of the enemy, the enemy ALWAYS broke.
Whether troops would follow a commander so closely seemed to depend on the casualty rate, and a lively
apprehension of the close quarter effect of the defenders musketry. Frederick's officers said that a
unit advancing in line nearly always halted about 100 paces from the enemy, of its own volition, and
started a fire fight. This continued until either one unit broke due to casualties received, or, one
unit perceiving wavering opposite, advanced without orders. The wavering unit then fled.

The Austrian Prince de Ligne said that in years of campaigning against the French and Prussians,
he only ever saw bayonets actually used once. He had led his battalion up a hill, and met a Prussian
battalion which had come up the other side. Both units, too close to shoot, attacked in a state of
shock.

An infantry officer of Wellington's, said in disgust that the cavalry on neither side closed, but
either opened files and passed through each other, or turned left and right and ran alongside each
other ineffectually banging away.

Martin Bates himself points out that, in effect, the French only charged home against an enemy
already wavering and backing off. Their successes against the Continental powers were due to the fear
they had inspired. When the Austrians dug their heels in, the French column was shattered and did not
charge home.

Surely our melee rules should assume that melees hardly ever occur. A die throw to obey an order
to charge, and another to stand If charged, with the weight against obedience, seems to be the thing.
This could tie in with simple casualty percentage morale rules, a la Grant, Young and Featherstone; e.g.
20^ loss and unit refuses to advance anyway, even if a "charge home" throw succeeds. National charac
teristics could be used.

I hope this is not too long winded."

David Kellett of Leeds.

ooOoo—-

"I need some help! On the cover of the December 1977 (No.189) issue of Wargamer's Newsletter the
centre photo had 2 teinks and 2 armoured cars that I am looking for. These were German made 30mm by
Bruno Hinsch. 1 would guess that many tanks, guns, trucks and half-tracks made by this firm would have
been imported into England during the 50's, 60's and early 1970's. What I would like to do is make an
agreement with someone in England to whom I could send money in advance so that it would be available
when and if this 30mm equipment comes up for sale second-hand. The price of this equipment in the U.S.
is from ^3.00 to ^10.00 each, tanks and half-tracks being the most expensive. I would like to buy ^'tOO



to ^500 worth at this time. What for you ask? I have ahout 10,000 30nmi figures of this period
1900-^5 with a lack of heavy equipment. I have field guns made hy SAE for W.W.I and Dinky toy guns
and equipment for W.W.II England. But I am still looking for this German made lead equipment.

If you or someone you know would care to help I would like to offer a commission of 20-25^ of
cost and postage and I would send in advance. And if this is not of interest I could supply
30mm figures from the U.S. old and new as I have 10,000 painted and ahout 5,000 more unpainted or
semi-painted. I could send photos of some of the equipment hut most are marked with a "F" or "G".
I hope that you can help with this. Thank you."

Barrand S.Pazan, 22329 Nine Mile Road, St.Clair Shores, Michigan A8080, U.S.A.

(The twist to this is that the tanks portrayed on the cover of issue >10,189, far from heing
apparently so exclusive, are scratch-huilt wooden 30mm scale models, made some 12 years ago and
home-painted! D.F.)

ooOoo

"Well the Southern Militaire has just ended and from the figure collectors point of view it was
somewhat of a disappointment. Of the figure manufacturers only Miniature Figurines, Lamming and Dixon
Miniatures had trade stands whilst other well known names such as Hinchliffe, Greenwood and Ball and
Warrior were conspicuously absent.

The demonstration games were unfortunately in 15iiun, a scale I personally cannot generate any
enthusiasm for whatsoever added to which the scenery was not of a high standard, some games even using
chalk lines to represent hills and woods! The demonstration games again fell into the same trap that
most demonstration games seem to fall into nowadays and that is - ignoring the paying customers! Any
spectators were virtually ignored and other than knowing the two armies involved (due to handily placed
cards) were completely ignorant of the rules, and as a result did not know how or why moves were made.
Consequently they became disinterested and drifted on.

However the main event. The National Skirmish Wargames Championship for the Steve Curtis Memorial
Trophy was a well staged, entertaining and interesting spectacle and Mike Blake, Ian Colwill and all
the other organisers must receive full marks. I must add a special personal thanks to Mike Blake for
taking time out to talk to me and explain ahout the game, figures, buildings and other related subjects
of interest. As a result of this talk and watching the games I bought a set of the Old West Rules Part
I."

I.R.Wilson of Coventry.

ooOoo

"You opened the way to this fascinating world of wargaming for me! I read almost all books you
write but not all."

Tisati Cata, 176 Nerimaku, Kotakecho 2-76, Tokyo, Japan.

(Our first Japanese wargame correspondent!)

ooOoo

"Do not despair at Simon Hatcher's remarks! You are quite right to reply that the "Newsletter"
owes its interest to its personal nature, warmth and frankness. These are certainly qualities in
very short supply elsewhere in the wargaming press, and I am often appalled by the cumbersome and
stilted debates in other journals, compared to the liveliness of the "Newsletter". Keep up the good
work!

Also in the April issue I noticed Martin Bates' comments on my Napoleonic morale mechanisms. In
fact we do not seem to differ at all on the mechanisms themselves, although I have a feeling his rules
are in general too generous to the defenders. Making guard units totally unbreakable, for example,
would seem a little optimistic. As for the effect of musketry, I agree with him that this was one of
the Important factors in stopping an attack, provided we understand that its effect was purely moral,
and not physical. Even the most devastating volley would leave far more of the enemy standing than
not; no one could literally stop an attack by fire power in the Napoleonic period (unlike e.g. the
First World War). It was done by outfacing the enemy, not by destroying him.

It is amazing to find serious articles (in other journals) which still talk merrily about
Napoleonic column attacks coming to close quarter melees. Whatever one may feel about counter charges
and musketry, it has at least been universally accepted that close quarter melees almost never took
place in Napoleonic infantry fighting - so any rules which say they should are simply wrong. Here is
another example of the "Newsletter's" superiority over its glossy competitors, if you like."

Paddy Griffith of Camberley, Surrey.

ooOoo

"I want to be sure to thank you for your having me by your home for an evening of wargaming when
I was in Southampton last fall. The visit was of course one of the high points of my trip, and being
only human extremely casual references to it are always somehow worked into my conversation with
fellow wargamers. ("Oh yes, Featherstone. Wargamed with him last time I was in Southampton, don't
you know." Modest cough.)

Soldier and Savage continues to chug along happily, despite having to make do with me as chief
resident uniform artist and staple puller. Oh well, we hope the magazine is slowly getting better.
I think the recent issue on the French in Madagascar was not bad at all. Coming up is an issue on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



BOOK REVIEWS
EVEN THE BRAVE FALTER l)y E.D. Smith. (Sf" x 5i";

pages. Robert Hale Ltd - CAt.SOp).

I make no excuses for reviewing this hook first despite
there heing some far more expensive and elaborate volumes in
front of me. The author, Brigadier "Birdie" Smith is a i
personal friend of mine whom I admire both as a man, as a j I
soldier and as a writer and his book completely justifies my V ^^H|r
regard. A measure of its interest lies in the fact that I ^
read it at one sitting, being unable to put down this soul-
baring chronicle of a 21 year old officer commanding Gurkhas
in fields where my own Regiment was at that time participat-
ing. There is much of personal interest to me in the book -
I note that we both experienced that very nadir of sea travel N
in a troopship Empire Pride; "Birdie's" whose nerve-racking
experiences on Castle Hill at Cassino took place on my birth-
day the 20th March when I can well remember being within
a mile or so of him at that time, and finally "Birdie" Smith
has been the guest of our Military Societies here in
Southampton on numerous occasions and, if he carbs ever to
write it, there is even more drama in the later stages of his military careerl We all defer to none in
our admiration for the Gurkhas (who, if given a free hand could probably sort the situation out in
Northern Ireland in next to no timel). In his book "Birdie" Smith reveals that they were fallible men
with the same human frailties as the rest of us - except when they got mad! I found th'is a fascinating
volume and the only very slight criticism I can make of it is that it would have been nice to have
followed the Cassino operations and the epic attack on Tavoleto in the Gothic Line on suitably prepared
maps. Retiring from the Army last year. Brigadier.Smith must have been brushing up his writing because
I did not know he was so good!

THE GERMAN ARMY 1933-1945 - Its Political and Military Failure by Matthew Cooper. (9f" x 6^"; 598
pages; 11 maps; 32 pages of photographs. Macdonald and Jane's - £9.75p). This is a most impressive
tome, both in its appearance, format and in the highly readable, provocative, brilliantly researched
and most interesting text. Both those who fought against the German Army in World War Two and military
historian since have puzzled over why, after so many startling successes, were they so completely beaten
- no other army since Napoleon's Grande Armee has won so many resounding conquests at the start of a war
and concluded it in such abject defeat. The author discusses at the greatest length the military-
political aspects of the surprising manner in which, in the 1930s, the proud Prussian leaders of the
German Army accepted Adolph Hitler and then so completely subjugated themselves to his far from convinc
ing and at times almost laughable control. The author's reasons for this which form the final lines of
his book, justify quoting:- "Apart from a very few, isolated exceptions, the German generals failed to
distinguish between their duty to their Head of State and their duty to their profession. The rigid
obedience that they held should guide their actions perverted their sense of responsibility, distorted
their tradition, strained their honour, and dulled their conscience. Although they were men of great
professional experience and, on the whole, of high standards of personal morality, they prostituted their
talent to Hitler's megalomaniac will, and allowed the military unskilled dictator to disregard their
ethics and to neglect their well-founded strategic principles. For this, they received nothing but his
contempt. Their knowing acceptance of the substitution of his dangerous amateurism for their sound
expertise deserves also the contempt of history. There lay the greatest folly in the history of the
German Army."

The entire book is a most impressive work of history, its photographs are first-class and original
and its maps are of the highest standard. The thoughtful military historian interested in modern war
fare cannot possibly be without a copy of this book to which he will constantly refer.

HITLER'S GERMANIC LEGIONS by Philip H.Buss and Andrew Mollo.
graphs; 8 full pages in colour. Macdonald and Jane's - £B.50p).

(lO-J" X 8^-"; lAi4 pages; 150 photo-

This is an illustrated history of the West European Legions with the German SS in the years 19^1
to 19^3, written and prepared by a well-known researcher in military history and one of a team of
brothers whose name is synonymous with military publications and art-work. The degree of collaboration
between the conquering Germans and the subjugated Nations is not generally comprehended and this book
ably sets out the true facts. There were Dutch, Flemish, Danish, Norwegian and other legions serving
in Russia, fighting valiantly and loyally for their new masters. Their recruitment, training, political
background and final reckoning when the survivors returned to their homelands is most ably described as
are their uniforms, insignia, colours, etc. Although I have no particular interest or sympathy for this
aspect of World War Two, I found this book to be thoroughly interesting and enjoyed reading it. I was
particularly entranced by the young Dutchman Geradus Mooyman who became the first Germanic volunteer to
win the coveted Knights Cross of the Iron Cross when, literally dragged from his dug-out near Lake Ilmen,
knocked out 13 Dutch tanks with his anti-tank gun. The photographs show an Audie Murphy-type of baby-
faced soldier who, after being lauded to the skies, spent many years in prison on his return to Holland
after the war.

THE RUSSIAN FRONT - Germany's War in the East. 19^1-45 edited by James F.Dunnigan. (lO" x 1^" •, 184
pages; 16 pages of plates and 13 two-colour maps. Arms and Armour Press - £6.50p).

Yet another of this month's books which, on first sight, bears no particular interest yet turned
out 1^0 be quite compelling. Made up of a number of chapters by various military historians including
Colonel Trevor N.Dupuy the American historian, this book resembles (and indeed is composed in part)
those fine in-depth military articles which appear in the American magazine "Strategy and Tactics". Its



chapter headings - The Course and Analysis of the War; the Organisation of Soviet and German Ground
Forces, their Tactics and Weapons and Orders of Battle plus a chapter on the Air and Sea War hy an
old friend David C.Ishy who has visited us here In Southampton on numerous occasions plus a fine
section on maps on which It Is posslhle to completely follow the course of the war. Like so many
other aspects of World War Two, the Russian War Is one that we know something ahout hut not much In
depth - this hook sells as the complete textbook to enlighten us. And enlightened we should he
because the Western World as a whole does not appreciate the facts that World War Two was decided In
Russia where the most titanic military campaigns ever waged In the history of the world took place,
and the vast and terrible theatre of war where thirty million men were killed. There Is everything
In this hook Including a complete breakdown of all the forces, showing their formations and weapons,
their tactics and ah-llltles of all weapons from the rifle to the largest gun. The battles are des
cribed In a most readable way and. If you do not sit down and read It as a book then It will serve
permanently as a most valuable reference source.

AFRIKA KORPS AT WAR -

or 3 photographs per page.
1. The Road to Alexandria by George Forty. (llf" x 8f"; 160 pages with 2
Ian Allan - £5.95p).

George Forty a regular soldier for over thirty years, has recently retired In the rank of Lieute
nant Colonel from the Royal Tank Regiment after being Chief Instructor at the Royal Armoured Corps
Gunnery School at Lulworth In Dorset where so many of us of my generation, those before and those
after me, spent many cold and noisy hours learning how to fire tank guns. This book follows In the
excellent vein of his previous books on the Desert Rats and the 51st Highland Division and, whilst Its
subject Is the'enemy', as the author says, there was a special relationship and a mutual admiration
between the British 8th Army and the German Afrlka Korps - an almost unique situation In World War Two.
There Is a second volume to follow as there was so many sources and material about Rommel and his
highly accomplished force that one book was found to be Insufficient. Beautifully Illustrated and well
written, this Is a very pleasing book that I greatly enjoyed — even my cynical eye that sees so many
books and photographs found most of those In this book new to me. I look forward to the next volume.

BY AIR TO BATTLE (9i" x 5-|"; Ikh pages; 7 maps. Patrick Stephens Ltd - £^.50p).

This Is a reprint of the official history of the British First and Sixth Airborne Divisions during
World War Two and was first published by His Majesty's Stationery Office In 19^5. It has long been out
of print after a quarter of a million people had bought the first edition and It Is in high demand
among collectors of military books. I am told that when first published In paperback It cost a
shilling and that must have been the bargain of the age! It Is a most evocative book and one that I
would have found Invaluable when researching my recently published "Wargamlng Airborne Operations",
although much of the Information Is also contained In other books notably Doug Wells "Airborne to
Battle"; Barry Gregory's "British Airborne Troops" and Cornelius Ryan's "A Bridge Too Far". However,
nothing can take away the colour and Interest of these elite British formations of World War Two whose
formation, training and exploits are so clearly and ably described In this volume. Every single opera
tion Is described and Illustrated by some of the best and clearest military maps I have ever seen -
certainly they are made-to-measure for wargaming purposes! If you are not lucky enough to have the
original paperback then believe me It will aid me greatly If you get hold of this because It Is so
stimulating that I am sure you will then go out andlwy my own book on wargamlng airborne operations!

Finally and still on books, I would like to mention two Interesting catalogues which recently came
to hand from Ken Trotman Arms Books, 2-6 Hampstead High Street, London NW3 IPR. The late Ken Trotman
was a real military enthusiast and It Is a happy thing that his beloved book service has been continued
by Arms and Armour Press who deserve support. Catalogue Number M2 Is a general catalogue of books on
mllltarla ranging from Ancient to the 20th Century and'Including books on wargames, modelling, orders
and decorations. The catalogue Is a comprehensive listing of books either In print or announced as
forthcoming so that the potential purchaser Is able to see If there Is anything likely to arrive
shortly on his particular facet of military book collecting. Then there Is Catalogue NEY of books on
Napoleonlcs, listing all books currently available on the Napoleonic Wars, Including uniforms and also
forthcoming books. There are 114 titles In this list and an Interesting section advising on works of
paramount Importance to the prospective buyer attempting to build up a comprehensive library.

From America have come the two latest Squadron/Slgnal publications SS ARMOUR by Robert C.Stern
at ^7.95 and the F86 SABRE IN ACTION - Aircraft Number 33 at ^3.95 (both of these books can probably
be obtained from Almark In Great Britain). The first Is a pictorial history of the armoured forma
tions of the Waffen-SS and will undoubtedly be of Interest and value to the wargamer fighting World
War Two. The book abounds with original photographs of the activities of the Waffen-SS from the be
ginning of the war In 1939, through the Battle of France, then the Balkans Campaign, the Invasion of
Russia and the subsequent campaigns In that country, and the Battle of France In Normandy and then
Into Germany. The photographs are brilliant with close-ups of German armour of all types, showing
wartime Improvisations, camouflage, armament, etc., In a most valuable fashion for the wargamer scratch-
building or painting his own vehicles. Even more valuable are the coloured pages depicting the vehicles
that made up the formation In all their different colour schemes and the men themselves In a variety of
official and unofficial uniforms. Very well researched and of great Interest. The aircraft book Is of
no specific Interest to wargamers In general but In the usual excellent Squadron manner shows the de
velopment and wartime record of this fine aircraft that has been used by no less than thirty-one Air
Forces In one or other of Its eleven major variants. Innumerable close-ups of the aircraft are given
plus action photographs and coloured sections showing Its various colour patterns and camouflage.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH on Page \0

Suvarov, at Cassano, on 27 April 1797.
White Russian leader In 1919, against Bolsheviks.
Major-General William R.Shatter.
Bellsarlus.

a) II July I69O: b) 1 August 1798: c) 26-31 August 1914: d) 25 July 1814 and e) 19 August IO7I.



BATTLE - May 1978. All the usual features Including Terry Wise's very readable Observation Post,
Toby Wrlgley's Briefing, the latest wargames products, armour Information section, readers letters,
Charlie Grant on The Battle of Oudenarde and reviews of the new military books, also contains the
continuation of Tony Bath's Hyborla series; Charlie Grant with a wargamlng scenario teaser; the Battle
of Adwalton Moor during the English Civil War re-fought as a wargame; Ray Seaton of Warrior Interviewed
as Personality of the Month; Paddy Griffith on Wargeimes without conventional rules; Transporting and
storing a wargames table plus very relevant adverts.

GUIDON - Vol.1 1978. This quarterly publication of the Miniature Collectors of America has this
Issue devoted exclusively to Russia 1812, dealing with It In great depth and with full Orders of
B,attle - very valuable to the wargamer Interested In this campaign. Plus features on the latest
collectors figures, etc.

MILITARY JOURNAL - Vol.1: No.6. Forty-eight pages of very closely printed material on World War
Two with some excellent photographs and In-depth articles on all types, of modern equipment, vehicles,
etc. This one has articles on History of Armoured Cars, an Interesting article on the Danish
Resistance Movement and Collaboration in Denmark 19^0-At5; Italian Armour In a Western Desert clash
plus much on Naval and Air combat matters. A very good magazine for the "modern" wargamer.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - October 1977 and February 1978. This journal of military history. Includes
theory and technology. Is published for the American Military Institute by the Department of History,
Kansas State University. It is very profound and recommended to the military collector who Is In
terested In more than descriptions of battles. The October Issue Includes articles on the American
Military Past; Turenne's German Campaign of 1673; Friedrich Engels' Theory of War; The U.S. Army Troop
Morale Programme of World War One; American Maritime Nationalism 1820-1850; American Battleships vs.
Aircraft Carriers 1932-19'tl; Virginia at War 16^4-16^6 plus really thorough book reviews and other
details of military Interest. The February '78 Issue includes the World War One Russian Railway
Service Corps; The Last Army Press 1779; From Conciliation to Containment, the coming of the Cold
War 1945-46; American Presidential Libraries Resources for the History of Post World War Two American
Military Government in Germany and Japan; National Guard Reform, The Army and the Spanish-American
War; Canada and the Second World War; "Ultra" and the British Official Histories; The Mobilisation of
American Psychologists 1938-41; Doctoral Dissertations In Military Affairs plus reviews, notes of
coming events, etc. Obtainable from Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, 66506, U.S.A. ̂ 15.00.

MILITARY MODELLING - May 1978. Well produced and packed with mouth-watering adverts as always,
of Interest to the wargamer are features on latest kits, models, books, etc.; the Notice Board; Russian
Uniforms 1850-56; Uniform Information feature; Radio controlled tanks; interesting picture feature on
the Nuremberg Toy Fair showing Items that might be expected later; a Famous Gun from Mafeklng; The 13th
Light Dragoons In the Crimea; French World War One trench guns.

MODELLI MILITARI - March 1978. Although in Italian this beautifully produced magazine Is always
Interesting because of its fine illustrations. This Issue has a number of good and'rather unusual
photographs of tanks and other armoured vehicles plus articles which (if my wartime Italian allows)
seem to deal with Garden Loyd tanks, British World War Two Armoured Divisions, German Armour, The
International Brigade In the Spanish Civil War, The Siege of Ivrea 1641 plus reviews of figures, books,
etc.

SOLDIER - April 1978. Useful in keeping up-to-date with what is left of today's British Army are
doing. Contains well Illustrated articles on activltes of the modern army; the Museum of the Royal
Military School of Music; excellent book and record reviews, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 51. Contains good articles with fine illustrations, some in colour, on the
seaborne landing at Myebon-Kangaw 1945; the French Colonial War in Dahomey 1892; Trench warfare 1914-
18; Allied armoured cars 1939-45; The Cherkassy Pocket during the Russo-German War; and the Panzerfaust.
A very good, interesting and informative issue.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - May 1978. Of interest to wargamers - Japanese Type 92 70mm Battalion gun-
howitzer; German infantry weapons; Bryan Perrett on Armoured Warfare in the Far East plus reviews of
latest kits, models, books, etc.

LONE WARRIOR - May 1978. Friendly journal of the Solo Wargamers Association, contains articles on
Solo Play with Tabletop Games; Solo Wargaming; Solo World War II Skirmish; Fantasy; First impressions;
Fringe Campaigning; Correspondence; Reviews, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 52. Beautifully illustrated with photos and colour, feature articles on
Yamamoto - architect of Pearl Harbour; Target Tower Bridge; Lake Champlaln 1776; The Leopard Tank (with
sectional diagram); The Maginot Line; Kut 1915-16.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS WARGAMES SOCIETY

Yet another of the T.W.W.S. Newsletter "RANK AND FILE" has arrived and, as always, It emphasises
the great sense of activity and enthusiasm that one always associates with this Club. They fight
numerous wargames during Club meetings and it would seem from the Newsletter that in recent months
their activities have covered a Turkish assault on Lieghite, part of their Thirty Years War campaign;
A Seven Years War game and a most Impressive and very large Medieval game using Lance rules plus a
Napoleonic and World War Two games and no less than six boardgames going on In the back room! Then,
in another month there were nine games — 1 Napoleonic, 2 Ancient, 2 Renaissance, an American Civil
War and a Japanese versus U.S.A. In micro, also a few boardgames. All this In addition to
competitions for painting figures for wargames armies, making model vehicles AND running a most
successful Open Day In February when more than 700 paying guests turned up.

This particular issue of their magazine contains an Interesting article by one of their members
on his Medieval Army, book and kit reviews and a report of a wargame. This Club has always been
lucky In having enthusiastic and competent officials such as George Gush, Hugh Taylor, Malcolm
Dove and others of equal ability.



NOTICE BOARD
BACK ITOMBERS OF VARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be obtained from the Editor. The following are avail

able :^TTovembeFT9^87TiayT97>^F?bruaryn^7^ inclusive - 30p each including postage. March; April;
July; August; September; December 197^. January; February; March; May; June; July; August; September;
November; December 1975. January-December 1976. January-September 1977 - all at (iOp each including
postage. Then all months from October 1977 to date ^5p including postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.

ooOoo

1978 NATIONAL VARGAMES CHAMPIONSHIPS

The 1978 National Wargames Championships will be held at the Top Rank Suite, Reading, over the
weekend of Saturday l6th, Sunday 17th September 1978. The following periods are included in the team
competition:

SENIOR (open to all ages] Deriods

Ancients - WRG 5th Edition + WRG published Army lists.
Medieval - Table Top Games Lance Rules - Army lists provided.
Renaissance - Table Top Games Tercio Rules (2nd Ed.) + published Army list.
Napoleonic - Newbury Rules* Napoleonic Warfare 3rd Edition - Army list provided.
American Civil War - Newbury Rules* A.C.W. 2nd Edition - Army lists included in rules,
W.W.2 (Infantry Combat) - Leicester Micro Models Infantry Action 2nd ed. - Army lists provided

* Earlier Editions published by Leicester Micro Models Ltd.

JUNIOR sen to 18 and under)

1. Ancients

2. Napoleonic
3. A.C.W.
4. W.W.2 (Micro Armour)

periods

As senior

As senior

As senior

WRG Armour and Infantry Army lists provided.

The above periods will constitute the respective team competitions. In addition, there will also
be open (all ages) competitions in the following two periods:

Post W.W.2 Micro Armour - WRG Armour and Infantry.
Colonial - Colonial Warfare 2nd edition (T.J.Halsall).

Entry fee to all periods will be £1 per entrant per period. Rules not provided. Rules for A.C.W.
and Napoleonic periods are now available from Newbury War Games Club, price £1.20p plus 20p p. & p.;
other rules from respective publishers. 2nd edition W.W.2 infantry action will be available from mid-
March from Leicester Micro Models Ltd., or competition organisers.

There will be regional competitions in 8 regions, Scotland, North West England, North East England,
West Midlands, East Midlands, South West England, South East England and London, to select the regional
teams in each period. Entrants should indicate which region they would prefer to represent. Regional
competitions should be completed by 1st August 1978.

Details of painting competitions will be available on request from July.

Competition Organiser - Malcolm Heavens, c/o 2 Shepherds Rise, Compton, Newbury, Berks.

ooOoo

REVEILLE '78

This was the third annual exhibition of the Lincombe Barn Wargames Society who were delighted to
be host to four other Societies who staged excellent club displays and games.

South London Warlords - staged a sci-fi participation game which was very popular with the public due
to its' narrator Will Power.

Bath Wargames Society - a Napoleonic game was fought throughout the day with a very decisive victory
for a French Army over its Prussian adversaries.
Devizes and District Wargames Society - a very nice skirmish layout and game between 5Amm Japanese
Samuri giving the exhibition an Oriental touch. (The figures were especially good).
B.M.S.S. (Bristol Branch) - as last year the B.M.S.S. displayed their talents in model soldiering with
a most pleasing display.

As well as these Societies, Mike Blake and his skirmish wargamers attended with one of their
magnificent Western towns. The public were invited to participate in games and throughout the day
Mike's table drew the crowd. Skirmish Wargamers were awarded the Shield for the best wargame of the
day.

The Lincombe Barn Wargames Society staged seven games; the largest being a reconstruction of the
battle of "La Rothiere 1814" with around 2,000 figures being used on a playing area of 90 sq.ft., and
a tin of talc to provide the snow! The result of the reconstruction was the same as the historical



outcome. Another reconstruction was the English Civil War Battle of Newhury, An incredihle A.C.W.
was staged where at one point there were ten battle lines of infeintry facing each other, a real hlood
hath! Other games included a Micro modern game, a l/72nd V.W.II infantry action and an Ancient game.

Besides the geunes and displays there was an Ancient wargeunes competition with one player from
each of the four Wargaming Societies fighting two games each. The winner of the competition was Boh
Butter of Bath with his late Macedonian Army. A painting competition was held in four classes with
the following winners

Class I - 5^mm figure - Adrian Auherry of the B.M.S.S. with his Bengal Lancer.
Class II - Diorama - ditto

Class III - Wargames Unit - Geoff Maskell of Deyizes and District with E.C.V. Pikes.
Class IV - A.F.V. - Keith McGlynn with a Chinese Chariot.

A very enjoyable time was had by all and many new friends were made. Lincomhe Barn Wargames
Society would like to thank all those who made REVEILLE '78 such a success and hope we can meet again
next year.

ooOoo

Complaints continue to be received about the organisation known as Minden Books, although this
magazine disclaims all responsibility for their-failings or omissions. Subscriber Martin Read of
Lydney in Gloucestershire, carps at my comment in March 1977 Newsletter that Minden was "one of those
small friendly organisations". At that time there was no reason for thinking otherwise, as they
appeared to be just that and were 'supporting the Newsletter with regular advertising.

ooOoo

WARGAMES REACH WATERLOO - Continued from Page ̂

Funny how many figures rules are the alternate move system these days. Could figure and board games
be moving together?

In summary then it is my contention that the quality of wargaming has deteriorated from the be
ginning because life is just too easy for present-day 'gamers with the ready availability of "pro
fessional" rules. The advent of complex rules and consequent interest in competition gaming have re
sulted in an undesirable competiveness which is resulting in little grass roots innovation and
sterility in the hobby as a result of too little historical understanding of the periods being gamed.

The remedy is for Clubs to do their own historical research eind write their own rules. Inter-
clun matches should occur on a return basis using the host club's rules. Conventions should become
festivals where 'gamers can meet and enjoy each others company and view the latest figures and con
found these competitions. The winners of competitions are always the best lawyers not the best
generals!

Finally, I do not accept that the Newsletter is becoming decadent but if this is the case readers
have only themselves to blame. In my view the best and most interesting articles are always in the
Newsletter.

WAR. WARGAMES AND STRONG DRINK - Continued from Page 8

assumes that commanders in battle are able to take a detached intellectual view of what is going on,
and that they have all the time in the world to let their brains "whirr". It assumes that battle is
a morally neutral mathematical conundrum, and that its participants are mere digits.

The point is that a "chess player" approach is all very well for chess, when one is supposedly
simulating the actions of a rather half-baked set of mediaeval bishops, castles, queens, etc., (if
one is simulating anything at all). In wargames, on the other hand, one is trying to simulate some
of the human realities of battle; and that requires more than straightforward problem-solving skills.
There must be an imaginative leap by the player, as well as an intellectual grasp.

I am not suggesting that "Roll out the barrel" is my favourite song, nor that a whole case of
beer must be drunk during every wargame. What I would like to see, however, is a greater acceptance
of the distraction principle among wargamers, and less of the chess playing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 35p per copy + 9ip postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U.S. and Canada ̂ 13.00).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.

ADVERTISING RATES; Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page

£15.00
£8.50
£5.00
£3.00

Subxriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherd St.
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S0|. SAO
Hants. U.K.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF 11" X 6".
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20mm llth-12th century mounted and foot figures(as above)
Set of 5 mounted figures £1-60 plus 12p p&p» Overseas p&p 50p
Set of 6 foot figures 72p plus 12p p&p. Overseas p&p 50p>

20mm 14th century mounted and foot figures(as above)
Set of 3 mounted figures £1-60 plus 12p p&p. Overseas p&p 50p
Set of 6 foot figures 72p plus 12p p&p. Overseas p&n 50p.

iI 1
»"VH

20mm 17th century mounted and foot figures(as above)
Set of 3 mounted figures £i-60 plus 12p p&p. Overseas p&p 50p.
Set of 6 foot figures 72p plus 12p p&p. Overseas p&p 50p.

On orders of £5 and over,any selection of figures can be maae.
On these orders p&p is free of charge in the U.K.
Overseas airmail add 40^c-payment by Internationgli- Money Order,....

Personal callers welcome. Please telephone for appointment*



THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP

Out-of-print and secondhand books specialising in
Military, Naval and Aviation

Collections and single items purchased.
Periodic Military Book Catalogues issued. SAE for sample copy.

DONALD HALL

Orders, Decorations and War Medals bought and sold
Modern Gallantry Awards are of special, interest.

Send SAE for an example of our periodic catalogues.

BOTH AT:

33 VICTORIA RD., SOUTH WOODFORD, E18 1 U
Telephone: 01 -989 4536

FUETUNE SI
RE-LIVE TRAFALGAR WITH .LORD NELSON AND HIS CREW

1st Lt. SEAMAN LORD NELSON MIDSHIPMAN
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61 WESTBURY STREET

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

TEESSIDE.

STS 22 Light laser cannon on
ground mount with two crew 65p

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In Australia:

Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osbome Park, Western
Australia 6017

POSTAGE RATES

Over £10 FREE

Under £10 10%

Catalogue (with P.P.) 82p

Please send S.A.E. for letters

requiring a reply.

CLIFF SANDERSON FANTASY
Another superb fantasy group from Cliff.
These figures can be displayed with the throne set or on their own.
They would also make excellent Turkish Harem girls;

SSMIs Dancing Girl (and round carpei;
. SSM2 Girl sitting on cushion playing Lute
SSM3 Girl sitting on cushion playing Harp
SSM4 Girl sitting on cushion playing Drum

SSIVllsat £1.95

Others at £1.70

Watch our ads soon for a very special addition to this
stunning fantasy world!

AL CHARLES
Al adds to his vignette series with a dramatic confrontation between
Alexander Nevsky and a Teutonic Knight.
A superb, eye catching diorama in 80mm.

ACV4 at £6.50

and Galactic Adventure in 54mm!

A new departure from Al as a reptilian alien warrior menaces our
ray pistol armed hero and heroine.
Comes on a display base.

ACF1 at £7.50

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP
162 INFIRMARY ROAD, SHEFFIELD, S63 DH : Tel: 77966

25mm ARMIES AND FORCES
Our Comprehensive Service has now been extended to include many more armies and

forces. Existing lists have been revised arxl improved. Attematives are now available for

several armies. *New this month.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE DURING APRIL. 58p post paid.

ANCIENTS
1. Egyptian
2. Assyrian
3. Greek

4. Persian

* 5. Seleucid

* 6. Carthaginian
7. Caesarian Roman

8. British

* '9. Later Roman
*10. Sassanid Persian
*11. ByzEuitlne
•12. Arabs

*13. Carolingian
14. \fiking
15. Norman

16. Saxon

*17. Chinese

*18. Samurai

FANTASY

19. Mythical Earth
20. Swrd & Scorcery
21. Dungeons & Dragons

MEDIEVAL

*22. Crusador

23. H.Y.W. English
24. H.Y.W. French

25. War of Roses

RENAISSANCE

26. Polish

27. Turkish

28. Holy Roman Empire

FRENCH WARS OF RELIGION
*29. Hugenot
*30. Catholic

THIRTY YEARS WAR

*31. Swedish

*32. Imperial

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

33. Roundheads

34. Cavalier

MALBURIAN

*35. British

*36. French

SEVENTY YEARS WAR

*37. English
*38. Prussian

AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE

39. American

40. British

NAPOLEONIC

41. British

42. French

43. Russian

44. Prussian

45. Austrian

46. Bavarian Wurtemburg

COLONIAL

*47. British

*48. Indian

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

49. Federal

50. Confederate

15mm

51. Royalist
52. Roundhead

Armies by Minifigs. Greenwood & Ball & Lamming £19.95 each
Post paid U.K. only. Minimum of 150 pieces

Renassiance a^rmies by Hinchiiffe £21.95 each.

O/erseas add 25% Postage & Packing Opening Hours.
Artillery Units £1.10 extra each Monday • Friday 9.30am - 5.00pm
Chariots 98p extra each Closed alt day Wednesday
Elephants £1.10extraeach Saturday 9.30am - 2.30pm

Stockists of too many manufacturers to mention.
Armies are detailed to Regiments/Units Including Officers, Standard Bearers.
Musicians, Cavalry & Personality figures where available.

SPACE WARGAME MODELS
Original Metal Space Ships designed by Wllli Brieker

ES1 Explorer Vehicle Hover Type 25p
ES2 Explorer Vehicle Tracked Type 25p
ESS Flying Saucer Scout Ship 25p
ES4 Fighter-Recce Ship .25p
ES5 Interstellar Patrol Vessel 25p
ES6 Deep Space Assault Vessel 25p
ES7 Hunter-Destroyer Ship lOp
ESS Bat Fighter-Recce Ship lOp
ES9 Interceptor Fighter ; 7p
ES10 Large Flying Saucer Warship 55p

Postage 10% : Minimum lOp U.K
S.A.E. for List TRADE TERMS

AIRCRAFT in MINIATURE

170 Various Types

U.S.A. — U.K. — U.S.S.R.

GERMANY ̂  ITALY — JAPAN

MODERN and WWII AIRCRAFT

1/1250 Scale Metal Models

S.A.E. for full listings

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
4 LOWER BALLOO RD.. GROOMSPORT. Co. DOWN. BT192LU. N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knov^/ies

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON. El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—Spin. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WAR6AMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKN /4R/VIS
PUBUCHOUSE

/MODEL
/R/MY
No 373

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT LNE

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp In £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS; Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT, NO DRA&ONS
DWARF5

NOR DUNGEONS?

NOf NO NODDY NOR BIG-EARS?

BUT OVER 550 WARGNES ITEMS IN I5hm.*

FROM ANCIENTS THROUGH TO WORLD WARE.

peter LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p for sample llguis and full list

PETER LAING

MInden, Button St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

U.S. Wsigsmets can obtain PETER LAING's metal ISmm figures Itiiough
the following dealers

SoM/ef World. USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsbuiv. PA 17361

The Three Musoueteers 10531 Santena St. Lakeside, CA 92040

Thor's TOC {Tactical Operations Center) Box 297. Ft. Meade MD 20755

The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza. 1776 East Jefferson St.. Rockville, M D 20852

RoyaiHobby Shop 3806 East State Street, Rockford, ILL 61107

♦ TH E" SCALC WlT« A OF A0VAWTA6ES.
AUSTRALIA

sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



Hamtrans iWiniaturts!
MAKERS OF FINE METAL FIGURES & EQUIPMENT IN 25mm & 2nmm

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

All correspondence & enquiries should now be sent to
LAMMING MINIATURES, 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL, HU2 OPZ.

We are hoping to keep the same Tel. No. 26896.

FULL CATALOGUE 30p.

We apologise for recent delays in despatch of orders. This has been due to unprecedented demand
combined with illness and the hassle of removal!! We thank all customers for their patience. We hope to be
back to normal by the time this advert appears.

We shall be at the Recreation Centre, Luton on May 27th.

Don't forget The Model Exhibition and N.E. Regional Wargames Finals
at City Hall, Hull on June 10th.

EA GLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14. BARRY. SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB

Tel. BARRY 740374

25 mm.

This new superb range of 25 mm figures
of THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY

WARS is now available for you to
recreate such famous battles as Lodi,

Arcola, Rivoli and Marengo.

At the present time both foot and
mounted are available and gunners
and artillery will follow shortly. So write
today for lists of this exciting new range
or send 50p for samples — 2 foot,
1 mounted.

NEW-NEW
STARSTRIKE - 30p plus lOp p/p
Deep space ship-to-ship combat
with a mew game system elimlm-
ating dice.

Order sheets for JASTA - 50p
plus lOp p/p
A set of ten order/q.uick-refer-
ence sheets for our JASTA rules

JASTA - price 30p plus 12p P/P
WWl aerial combat, 1915-1918.

BECKET - price 37P plus 12p P/P
Medieval role-playing power

Available from;

Mrs J.M. Withers,
7» Nailers Drive,
Burntwood,
Walsall, WS7 OES.

M
iW
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At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S.P.I., Avalon .
Hill, Game Designers' Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De- I
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco, I
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games I
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more. I

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

ml

16J Hanway Street 2 Castle Street ]y| ̂  ̂ lyiT 1R \
LondonW1A2LS Kingston Upon Thames
01-6368278 01-5496486 Open six days a week — browsers welcome

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm FOOT 9p CAV
NEWl Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew €1 -35
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

E1 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 Jthadia Rifleman

F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLOI^IAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.0(

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £3.(X

NAVAL BRIGADE

CAV* 20p
£1.35

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
68 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BCl Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lander
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infahtry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZS Infantry Standing Firing
6Z6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chiet

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p

Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling, Set 60p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H6 infantry Standing hiring
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



ATTEN-SHUN!
FROM; NOI COMP GHQ. MINIATURE WARFARE - 'OPERATION EXPANSION'
TO; ALL RANKS. COLLECTORS, WAROAMERS, MOOELLERS, HOOOYISTS.
Three years ago with support of local guerillas we established our bridgehead in the T, Wells
area and sited our GHQ in our present bunker on the Pantiles, historic centre of Royal
Tunbridge Wells. Despite early logistic problems and hostile opposition, our position has
steadily consolidated and supply lines fiimly established. Voluntary badwip from all parts of
Southern England was followed by support from militaria units throu^iout the coxmtry and from
overseas. We are now planning a major offensive which we hope will merit full support from all
sectors * OPERATION EXPANSION' IS UNDER WAY I

Occupation of the entire premises at 1Sb Ths Pantiles entails much planning and reorganisation
which will take time to complete. Therefore Miniature Warfare T■^:d WTT.t. bE CLOSED FROM JUNE 7th
to JUNE 21st INCLUSIVE - RE-OPENING THURSDAY JUNE PPnd - for StockPlanning and Re-Decoration,
Some delay may arise in processing Mail Orders and apolofeies are offered for anjr temporary
inconvenience that may arise.

'BATTLE ORDER'PLANNING i includes much wider ranges from leading suppliers of qualiirj
MILITARIA EQUIPMENT, FIGURES, MODELS, KIPS, TOOLS, PAINTS,

BRUSHES, ADHESI7ES, MATERIALS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDING FOR THE FIRaT TIME IN THE U.K.
A RANGE OF SUPERB "ATLANTIC" FIGURES & KITS FROM ITALY PLUS LIFBLIEE TREE KETS &
1/100th scale ARI-IOURED VEHICLES ETC FROM JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) IPPD. And more to follow I

MILITARIA INTELLIGENCE SECTION f with comprehensive selection of leading publishers
titles and Reference Books, displays of Wargames Rules,

Magazines, Catalogues, Posters, Prints, Notice Board & General Information; where you can
browsw at leisure and make 'special orders'.

SPECIAL ORDER FACILITIES; for Figures, Kits, Equipment, Books - any items not carried
in stock - for both Direct Sale & Mail toder customers.

REMEMBER ! "IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IP. WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU - IF WE CAN'T GEP IT. WE CAN MOSP
LIKELY MAKE IT FOR YOU I" It works, ask any of our regular customers,

EXTENOED MAILOROER OIV ■ for home and overseas clients looking for pronqpt, really
' efficient, and reliable service. We can supply almost

anything you see advertised in the ENGLISH language militaria publications. Send us name of
Manufacturer, title or reference number of item, scale, price, quantity required; enclose
remittance including packing/postage, and we will do the rest I (Publisher's name forBooks.)

COMPREHENSIVE STUOlO SERVICE; Backed by twenty-five years of international
professional experience designing and producing

'master' models for commercial production, private commissions, architectural projects, etc.
Fi^pires, Accessories, Equipment, Vehicles, Dioramas, Vignettes, Wargames Items; any sc^e,
any period or national/geographical backgroimd ..Also Assembly & Hand-Painting undertaken
for private clients.

MAIL ORDER PACKING & POSPAGE; U.K. orders £10 and over, no charge. Under £10 add 10^ in £.
EUROPE, all orders, add 15?° in £. Overseas Sea Jiail add 20^ in £. Overseas Airmail add 40?^
in £. Remittance with Order (cash/sterBlng cheque/ money order) plus P & P, payable please
to Miniature Warfare Ltd.

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD,
10b The Pantiles,Tunbridge Wells, Kent, ENGLANO.CT.WELLS 37024)
Open lOam telpm. 2-15pintoSpni. Closed all day Wednesdays.
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(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

THE MAKERS OF FINE QUALITY MODEL SOLDIERS
INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR SHOPS IN THE

HEART OF LONDON

m

*25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mnn figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
0. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Gaton.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis.

80mm figures by Alan Caton.

Plus a selection

*90mm figures by Ghas. G. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

*Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Old Britains and other collector's
models.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

of militaria and military prints.

* We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

LATEST RELEASES - LARGE NEW RANGE OF 25mm FIGURES

AMERICAN TROOPS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 1776-1783

SEND S.A.E FOR DETAILS OR 30 PENCE FOR COMPLETE 25mm LIST

□CiEociLdLltloinL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR' LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01 -493 7452

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southamiiton, England


